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W H E N YOU COME TO H E A T I N G 
S P E C I F Y CLE-A^N" WAr-ILM. ML 

# Today's warm air furnace—equipped with air filters—is 
the cleanest and most economical type of heating system you 
can specify. Air-cleaning unit can be operated all year, when 
blower is used. Duslop low cost, replacement type air filters 
clean circidated air ami can be installed in any blower or 
gravity type warm air furnace. Dustop fillers are discarded 
when dirty, and are easily replaced at minimum expense. 
May we send you full information? Owens-Illinois Glass 
Company . . . Industrial Materials Division . . . Toledo, Ohio. 
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O F I M P O R T A N C E TO EVERY 
A R C H I T E C T W H O E X P E C T S 
T O D E S I G N A STORE F R O N T 

glass company offers 
H E P I T T S B U R G H P L A T E G U * > 

^ ' — r r r T T T 

new, beautifully 
designed metal store front construction with 
double yielding cushion grip on glass. 

IT'S new. . . different . . . better . . . it's something 
you'll want to know about for the next storefront 

job which comes to your board! For Pittco Store 
Front Metal has all the chief advantages of other store 
front constructions . . . and many new ones of its own! 

B E T T E R D E S I G N . . . Pittco didn't "just grow". 
It was deliberately designed as a complete line, all at 
the same time, and therefore exhibits a pleasing har
mony and relationship of appearance, a true unity of 
design. G R E A T E R S T R E N G T H A N D C L E A R - C U T 
C O N T O U R S . . . all Pittco exposed members are 
extruded from solid metal, because this is the only 
practical means of assuring sharp, clear-cut contours, 
accuracy of mechanical detail and greater strength. 
B E T T E R D I S P L A Y . . . Pittco's generous depth of 
sash and attractive contours form an appropriate 
frame for the show window. B E T T E R GLASS P R O 
T E C T I O N . . . Pittco's new double yielding cushion 
grip on glass guards against breakage, strains and 
jars. N E W C O N V E N I E N C E . . . Pittco vertical bars 
can be adjusted to all angles. And Pittco permits 
plate glass to be set in rear members of sash, show 
window to be prepared for use, and face of building 
to be washed down, before outer members of sash 

are applied. F I N E R F I N I S H E S . . . Pittco is furnished 
in Alumilited Aluminum and in Architectural Bronze, 
Satin or Polished finish. 

Find out about this new and better store front metal. 
Ask our warehouse in your vicinity for a demonstra
tion. And you'll want our A. I . A. File Folder of com
plete information on Pittco, with five detail drawings 
showing various applications of Pittco, including its 
use in combination with Carrara Structural Glass. 
Sign and mail the coupon now. 

P R O D U C T S O F 

PITTS BUKGH 
PLATE GLASS COMPANY 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 
2316 Grant Bui ld ing, Pittsburgh, Pa . 

Please send me without obligation on r 
part your folder containing ful l informatii 
on Pittco and detail drawings. 

N A M E . 

F I R M _ 

A D D R E S S 

C I T Y S T A T E . 



G K N K It A I , 1st) K L li C T R I C 

H O M E E L E C T R I C 

S 2 I . O O O 
I X P R I Z E S 

The purpose of this competition is to stimulate inter
est in home building and to encourage better designeil 
homes from the standpoint of health, convenience, 
comfort and entertainment, utilizing the latest 

mechanical anil electrical ailvances. 

TH E General Electric Company is naturally 

interested in making the American home more 

livable, through better planning and improved 

design. 

In offering prizes of $21,000 for more livable 

home designs, i t is General Electric's hope to stimu

late the skill and ingenuity of designers to bring 

about better health, increased comfort, greater 

convenience and improved facilities for the home 

entertainment of the entire family. 

There have been many architectural competi

tions that emphasized exterior design. But so far as 

is known, this Competition is the first that places 

major emphasis on the utilization of modern inter

ior equipment. Exterior design will of course be a 

factor in awarding prizes, but the judges will give 

greater weight to the skill and ingenuity with which 

the architect has provided for the maximum health, 

comfort, convenience and entertainment of the fam

ily for which the house is planned. This family is 

described in detail in the Competition program. 

The G-E Architectural Competition is divided 

into four classifications, as follows: 

Class A—Small home—Northern climate 
Class B—Small home—Southern climate 
Class C—Medium Size home—Northern climate 
Class D—Medium Size home—Southern climate 

Equal prizes are offered in each class, as noted else

where. Each competitor may submit as many de

signs as he wishes—in any or all classes; and each 

design is eligible for a prize. In addition to winning 

one or more of the $1500 prizes, a competitor may 

also win one or both of the two $1000 grand prizes. 

Any architect, engineer,draftsman or designer, ex-
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A N N O U N C E S A 

<OM P E T I T I O N 
8 4 P R I Z E S I \ A L L 

G R A N D P R I Z E for Best Small Home . . $2500. 
(Best Home in Classes A and B) 

G R A N D P R I Z E for Best Medium Size Home 2500. 
(Best Home in Classes C and D ) 

F I R S T P R I Z E for Best Small Home in Class 
not receiving Grand Prize 1500. 

F I R S T P R I Z E for Best Medium Size Home 
in Class not receiving Grand Prize . . 1500. 

S E C O N D P R I Z E , in each of the four classi
fications $1250. 5000. 

T H I R D P R I Z E , in each of the four classi
fications . . • 1000. 4000. 

H O N O R A B L E M E N T I O N , ten in each of 
the four classifications 100. 4000. 

Total $21,000 

Compel it ion Program and 
Handy l*-E Reff erence File... 

Free to eaeh < ompef if or 
The coupon below is your entry blank. I t brings 
you the complete Competition program and the G - E 
reference file. Fill it out and mail today. 

For the convenience and assistance of competitors, we 
have prepared a handy reference file containing archi
tectural data on all General Electric products used in 
home construction or equipment. 

This file will be sent free to each competitor, along 
with complete information regarding the rulesof thecom-
petition and requirements governing plans and drawings. 

cept G-E employees, is eligible to compete. The Com

petition will begin on January 2,1935, and close at 

midnight, March 12, 1935. The judging by the 

Jury of Avvard wi l l take place on March 19, 20, 

21 , 22 and 23; and announcement of prize 

winners w i l l be made on March 23. The Jury 

of Award wil l consist of eleven members — seven 

architects representing different sections of the 

United States, one expert in child training, one 

home econon.ics expert, one general contractor and 

one realtor. Names of jurors wil l be announced on 

March 19, the first day of the judging. 

All entries will be judged anonymously—with 

only a nom de plume or other identifying device 

appearing on the drawings. 

Prize-winning designs wil l be published together 

with the report of the Jury of Award. 

U S E T H I S 
E N T R Y B L A N K 

P 
I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Professional Advisor, 
G - E Architectural Competition, 
General Electric Co.. Room 1208 
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y . 

P.P.-1-J5 

GENTLEMEN: I desire to enter the G - E Architectural Competition for "Hom« 
Electric." Please send me full information and the handy G-E Reference File. 

Name 

Business Connection. 
(PRINT) 

Address. 

JANUARY 1 935 PENCIL POINTS > 
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In a new house, the G-E Air Condi
tioning System can be installed for 
about the same price as a good vapor vac
uum system with concealed radiation. 

 

TUB G - E Air Conditioning Sys
tem for winter service, deliv

ering conditioned air through ducts 
to the various rooms, can he in
stalled for approximately the same 
cost as a G - E Oil Furnace and a 
good vapor vacuum system with 
concealed radiation. 

The G - E Air Conditioning Sys
tem offers a number of distinct 
advantages, for example:— 

Spl i l System—Kitchen, bath
rooms, garage—any rooms where 
air conditioning is not needed or 
not desirable may be heated by 
radiators in connection with the 
system—either steam or hot water. 
Also the furnace and the air con
ditioning unit may be placed at 
the most advantageous positions 
in the basement for connection 
with chimney and duct risers. They 
can be at opposite ends of the 
basement if necessary. 

Uses Oil or Gas Either the G - E 
Oil Furnace or the G - E Gas Fur
nace may be used with the system. 

Cooling May be Added —The Air 
Conditioner is so designed that a 
cooling unit, may be added at a 
later date without extensive al
terations. 

Tested and Proved —Before Q - E 

Air Conditioning equipment is 
placed on the market, it is thor
oughly tested and tried under 
actual living conditions in the G - E 
Proving Home. 

Entirely designed and made by 
one company—G-E Air Condi
tioning equipment, including co
ordinating controls, is not "as
sembled." It is designed and made 
by General Electric under one re
sponsibility. 

Installation and service by ex* 
elusive dealers—There are G - E 
Air Conditioning Dealers in prin
cipal cities throughout the coun
try. Each sells the entire G - E air 
conditioning line. Each has on his 
staff trained men who know their 
business, speak your language. 
They will work with you from the 
blue-print stage onward. 

Architects who are entering the 
6-J3 Architectural Competition 
mentioned on previous pages of 
this magazine will receive com
plete descriptions of the entire 
G - E Air Conditioning line. Our 
dealer in your locality w ill be glad 
to cooperate with you on any other 
plans you may have on the boards. 
Address Air Conditioning Dept., 
General Electric Co., Dept. P.P.- l , 
5701-exington Ave., New York, N Y. 

G E N E R A L E L E C T R I C 
A I R CONDITIONING 
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THE GENERAL ELECTRIC 
wins top honors in   

     
      

   
    

      
    

   

   
   

    

   
    

   

  
    
    

     
    
    

General Electric refrigerators arc first in 
dependable performance, first in modern 
s t y l i n g , a n d l o w e s t in o p e r a t i n g cost . 
Universally recognized as the standard of 
refrigeration excellence. Models and sizes 
f o r every r e q u i r e m e n t . . . i n c l u d i n g 
Monitor T o p , Flat-top and Liftop types. 

SE N S I N G the ever-increasing demand o f modern women 
for kitchens completely equipped with electrical servants, 

architects wi th an ear to the ground invariably include the 
General Electr ic K i t c h e n in home modernization or new 
construction plans. It gives them a decided edge in any 
competition! 

T h e General Electric Ki tchen has definitely been proved 
a potent factor i-n eliminating rental vacancies, both in 

apartments and single homes. I t is l ikewise a powerful 
influence in sell ing homes at a profit. 

Y o u r nearest G - E distributor wi l l be glad to furnish, through 
the Institute, complete details on any G e n e r a l E l e c t r i c 
Ki tchen appliances that fit into your plans, for moderni
zation or new construction o f either single or multiple 
residential dwell ings. Genera l Electr ic C o . , Specialty Ap
pliance Sales Dept., Sec. C P l , Ne la Park, Cleveland, O h i o . 

G E N E R A L OA E L E C T R I C 
H PENCIL POINTS JANUARY 1935 



H E R E , THERE, 
THIS & THAT 

(General Electric 
Irchiiectural Com petition, 

\ national competition for the designs 
of small homes thai Will provide llie ut
most in modern convenience and liva-
hility is being sponsored by the General 
Electric Co in p u n y . Fifty-four prizes, 
amounting to a total of $21,000, will be 
awarded. By the terms of the Programme, 
it will lie possible for one contestant to 
will ;is ill 11 i l i as $5,000. 

Mr. Gerard Swnpe. in his address to the 
press, -aid, '"This competition will enable 
the publ|e to gel a new vi-ion of what an 
inexpensive bonie can be like in thi- new 
era of our nalional development. All the 
new advances in the arl of living should 
be made available lo everybody, and we 
are confident the architects and designers 
of the country will lit* able lo show in 
their designs just bow (his is to be done 
in the small house." 

Mr. J . F . Qiiiuhm, General Electric 
Company, New Y ork, has been named as 
director of the Competition, with Mr. 
Kenneth K . Slowell, A . I .A . , as Profes
sional Adviser. 

The object of the competition i> clearly 
slated in the double-page announcement 
on pages 4 and 5 of this issue of P E N C I L 
P O I N T S . 

A selection of the drawings submitted 
in ihis competition will he published in 
P E N C I L P O I N T S . 

WON Broadcasting Auditorium 
Com petition Results 

The nation-wide competition for the 
design of the W G N broadcasting audi
torium resulted in the award of First 
Prize ($25001 to Ernest Alton Gruns-
feld, Jr . , of Chicago; Second Prize 
($750) to Andrew N. Rebori and Edgar 
Miller of Chicago in collaboration: 
Third Prize ($250) to John E . Mil ler of 
the Department of Architecture at Notre 
Dame Univer- i ly; and Fourth Prize 
($100) to Adrian Waldorf and John W. 
Knohel of Brooklyn and Richmond H i l l , 
New Y , , r k , in collaboration. Twenty-one 
Honorable Mentions carrying $50 each 
were also awarded to Paul Nelson and 
Fernand Leger, R o l f e R e u o u f , the 
Charles H . Srhmiiz Company, Robert 
Bruce Tague, Clarence E . Wechselberger, 
D a v i d Chapman, T h o m a s Madden, 
Claude Bragdon, Loven & Morlcn-en. 
John C . B . Moore, Leon S. Barton, Jr. , 
William W. Knowles and Vincent Ader-
ente, Deuby T . Hird , Hogg & Campbell, 
Henry B. Pennell, Jr . , Paul A . Ki lp . 
Wessel & Brunei, Thomas L . Hand, Del-
mar A. Warren, Benjamin P. Bailey, and 
Millard Sheets with E r i e Webster and 
Adrian Wilson. It is noteworthy that, al
though the competition was open to In
terior Decorators and designers in gen
eral, the four principal awards went to 
architects and that the First Prize was 

won by a man already honored by the 
Chicago Chapter of the A.I.A. with it-
Gold Medal in 1930 for his meritorious 
design of the Adler Planetarium in Chi
cago. 

The Winning design, of which photo
graphs could not, unfortunately, he ob
tained in time for thi- issue of P L N M L 
P O I N T S , was described in ihe Chicago 
Tribune as "a soft, illusive, uncluttered 
composition in silver and powder blue 
for the ceiling, proscenium arch, and 
walls, while the treatment of doors rod 
seals in deep Morocco red give- boil> 
and substance to the general scheme." 
Mr. Grunsfeld (or "Groomy" as he was 
known lo his friend- at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology and the Ecole 
des Beaux Art- and to his fellow mem
ber- of the immortal Pest Club of Rome) 
was himself described in the same article 
as " ol tin' gifted and influential men 
of the new, vibrant, provocative -chool of 
American architects. \\<- i- a modernisi 
withOUl being a grotesque. He believes, 
as all the significant men believe, that 
function should determine form, but his 
belief does not carry him lo an insensate, 
dry-goods box angularity." 

Of the other prize winners, every one 
knows Andy Rebori; the .Miller family 
has demonstrated its worth beyond all 
question by p in ing in two prize-; and 
the Waldorf-Knobel team reflects the 
training of Lloyd Morgan (you ju-t can't 
keep that man from having some hand in 
winning competition awards). 

One hundred and eighty-nine designs 
were submitted by contestants in all pails 
of the country and the Jury of Award, 
con-i-ting of Mrs. Robert R. MeCormick, 
Edward S. Beck, W. E . Macfarlane, Carey 
Orr, and Holmes Onderdonk. all of tin: 
Chicago Tribune, e x p r e s s e d c o m p l e t e 
satisfaction with the results, 

A.I.A. Filing System 
for Architectural Plait s 

The "Standard Filing System for \ i ch i -
lectural Plates and \ i t ides ," which was 
prepared by a special committee headed 
by W. H . Tusler of Minneapolis, has now 
been in print for several months and has 
received general commendation from 
users, according to Edward C . Kemper, 
Executive Secretary of the Institute. 
Architects who wish to adopt this stand
ard system for filing their magazine and 
other reference material can procure offi
cial copies by writing to Mr. Kemper at 
the Octagon House, Washington, D. C . 
The price is one dollar per copy. 

FHA Modernization Jobs 
Bring New IfOrh in Tennessee 

Apropos of the possible benefit to 
architects of Title I of the National 
Housing Act, Charles C. Anthony of tin-
Public Relations section of F H A write-: 
"In addressing the Tennessee A . I .A . Con
vention on Title I , off the record, I 
opened the meeting up for discussion and 
the following situation Was di-i lo-ed. 

"A. For two years Tennessee architects 
have been earning an average of $10 a 
month. 

" B . They wen- only interested in big 
jobs and this thought was fostered by the 

ohi-liiners more than by the younger 
architects. 

" C . Upon telling them what had been 
accomplished in other cities I asked if 
anyone present had cashed in on mod-
ernizaliou and, to the astonishment of 
all , one of the younger architects stated 
that his firm had executed 350 moderni
zation projects and from out of that 
clientele had closed Title H new home 
construction plans for seventeen dwell
ings. 

" Thai -tailed these architects thinking 
and a series of meetings are planned to 
follow up this disclosure." 

New Course on 
Materials and Equipment 

A new cour«e will be presented by 
Mr. Eugene Raskin in the Evening 
Classes of the Columbia University 
School of Architecture in the coming 
Spring Session. It will be entitled "Mod
ern Product-." and i- dc-igned 10 help 
the architect iii meeting the realities of 
hi- profession by means of a survey of 
building materials and equipment avail
able in this country, with special empha
sis on now or recently improved prod-
acts. The class will meet on Monday eve
nings in the form of a seminar, to study 
and discuss manufacturers' literature, de
tails, and examine sample-. Visits to typi
cal installations will he arranged where 
feasible^ Registration is from January 
{0th to February 9th. inclusive. Fee, $20 
—plus $7 University fee. 

Additional Notes on the 
Fort Monmouth U.S.Army 
11cadquarters Building 

The design by Harry Sternfeld for the 
Headquarters Building at Fort Mon
mouth, New Jersey, shown on page 34 of 
thi- issue, calls for a building of brick 
and limestone. The three pieces of sculp
ture indicated represent the Great Seal 
of the United Stales and two bas-reliefs 
based on activities of the Signal Corps 
in the past and in the present. The Post 
at Fort Monmouth is devoted exclusively 
to the training of United States Anns 
Signal Corps personnel. It is one of the 
ntQSl completely equipped in the country. 
The services i l renders are highly im
portant and are all of a very technical, 
special, and scientific character. The 
Headquarter- Building as shown was de
signed to he in keeping with the char
acter of (he establishment and will form 
the dominating note in the composition 
of the entire Post. The building houses 
offices for the administration, classrooms, 
laboratories for instruction, a library, a 
large map room, and other necessarj 
services. 

New Series of Pencil Drawings 
Reproductions of the new series of 

drawings by Ernest W. Watson, covering 
a variety of Gothic subjects, which are to 
appear this year in P E N C I L P O I N T S in the 
advertisements of the Joseph Dixon 
Crucible Company, will be sent free, the 
editors are told, to any of our readers 
who write for them to the Company at 
Jersey City, N . J . 
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Qt an C7(tf«nf S T U R D Y 
S T U C C O 

S T A N D I N G unprotected from the full sweep of gtorm, 
this airport building must face the worst kind of weather. Its stucco exterior 
I I I I I - I giyfl protection from driving rain and sleet and snow, from bitter winds 
and constant freezing and thawing. 

Light buff in color, smooth-finished, made with Atlas 
Waterproofed White portland cement, this sturdy prepared stucco uill give 
protection, for years, and will retain its present excellent appearance as well. 

I rouotnical to apply on old buildings as well as new, 
permanent, firesafe, weatherproof Atlas While portland cement stucco (pref
erably' prepared) is adaptable to any architectural design, for any type of 
construction. It is applied in any color, and in a wide variety of textures. 
Write for complete information to Universal Atlas Cement Co., Subsidiary 
of United States Steel Corporation, 208 South LaSalle Street, Chicago. 

A d m i n i s t r a t i n n I t i i i l d i n g , R h o d e I s l a n d S l a t e 

A i r p o r t , P r o v i d e n c e , finished w i t h A t l a s W a t c r -

p r o i . f r . 1 W h i t e - I . . . . . . ( p r e p a r e d ) f u r n i s h e d 

b y C a l i f o r n i a S t u r e o P r o d u c t s C o . , C a m b r i d g e , 

M a s s . H a r r y C a r r & S o n , P r o v i d e n c e , w a s 

t h e p l a s t e r i n g c o n t r a c t o r , a n d J a c k s o n , R o b e r t 

s o n & A d a m s , P r o v i d e n c e , w e r e t h e a r c h i t e c t s . 

STUCCO A «*& A T L A S W H I T E 
P O R T L A N D C E M E N T 

to P i: N CI I. POl V / s JAM A II > / ; .1 r, 

http://proi.fr


I'.s. Be C m the Job 
Since Flmer Grey wrote the article 

"Breaking Into ihe Movies" thai appears 
Oil page 31 of this issue, he has secured 
a position with one of ihe large moving 
picture production companies not one 
of those mentioned in the article how-
ever, J h e place of his new occupation 
is just four blocks from where the ranch 
he -peak- of was located thirty years ago! 
He writes: "I gel up every morning at 
-ix o'clock anil drive ten mile- from 
Pasadena in lime to punch a time clock 
at Hollywood at 8:15! T h i r l \ fears ago 
I used to ride a horse around through 
Streets which are now among Holly
wood's busie-t thoroughfares. That mag-
nilicent hor-e had a hahit of rearing up 
on hi- hind leg- when drought neat B 
- l i n t car ami I hail explicit instructions 
front m> 'bOSS1 to bring him near to one 
frequently in order to get him accus* 
lomed to them. He was so tall that (be 
result mm I have been unite spectacular 
ami I imagine the people of Hollywood 
thought I wa- -h.using off! Little did I 
then (In ini of the change that thirty 
years would make in that en\irounient 
and in my occupation." 

Mortimer /','. I'm hof 
Submit* a Jiitu.li1 

Oh. men have liilten dogs before, parlicii-
larlj hot one;. 

Meanly -hoppe- by girls are -tunelime-
mauned; 

Machine- ha\e given men employment, 
as, for instance, slot ones, 

And wherea- cans arc dated, dale- are 
canned. 

\ - material lot headlines Lhe8e are para
doxes weak. 

Pot all of them as new- are hut conjee 
I lira I ; 

Hut I -iihinil (in recent Times) as some
thing quite unique, 

Tlii - ad: "Help wanted; draftsman. 
architectural." 

Aluminum for l>ryi>oints 

The two drvpoint- reproduced on this 
page are of particular interest as ex
amples of prints made from aluminum 
plates in place of the Usual copper or 
/inc. Mr. Iloguer and Mr-. Mover are 
pioneers in working with this metal, the 
former baring stalled to experiment with 
aluminum plates as long as four years 
ago. later interesting Mrs. IJojer in the 
new technique. The beginning was made 
because of a desire on the part of the 
artist to overcoine -mm* of the disad
vantages inherent in the traditional 
copper. First of all . it was hard; sec
ondly, its color dark. It was difficult 
to sketch on the brown metal because the 
lines were hard to see. Il was difficult to 
work the ntelaJ with the <lr> pointer's tool 
because this required an excess of man
ual labor which quickly tired the artist 
and bad a tendency to cause an unwar
ranted drain OH his strength. 

With the thought that perhaps alumi
num might he better becau-e ol it- com
parative softness and light color, Hoguer 
tried an aluminum plate hut found it 
was too soft to yield more than one or 
two good impressions. He then tried a 
duralumin type alloy which he thought 
WOuld give the required stiffness and 
hardness. He achieved success as far a-
sketcb visability was concerned, hut 
found thai the metal was almo-l loo 
hard to engrave. This hardness almost 
caused despair ami nearly sent the artist 
back to copper. 

But the Aluniilite process, which im
parl- an exceedingly hard surface finish 
to aluminum—identical with the oxide 
coating applied by Nature through con-
tad with air, though many limes thicker 

came to the rescue and changed his 
point of view, With the aid of this proc-
e-- he \N .1 - able to use commercially pure 
aluminum, which is very easy to cut 
through, and yet preserve the surface of 
the plate so that many more than the 
usual number of impressions could he 
made. The oxide coaling produced by 
this process is ordinarily translucent and 

 
Fritz." From a dry-point oft 
aluminum In I'. R. L. llofiner 

floes not conceal the natural metallic 
lustre of the metal. This oxide coaling, 
though ver> hard, was also \er> thin 
only I 5000 to I 2000 of an inch thick. 
T h e dry pointer's too l c o u l d b r e a k 
through il with ease so that most of the 
moving of metal was done in the soft 
part of the plate. The surface, however, 
and the bun ca-l up b> the needle were 
hard and strong enough to withstand 
even more than the usual number of 
impressions. 

Ilognei Interested Louise Miller Buyer. 
another Pittsburgh artist, in hi- discovery 
ami she has pursued the technique of the 
new plate so relentlc-sly (hat all of her 
work is now being done on aluminum. 
Her preliminary sketch i - made on tin-
plate with a 3B or 6B pencil or a litho
graphic crayon and she mak rasuree 
with a kneaded rubber. 

"Strong pa--am--."' Mrs. Boyer said, 
"can easily he produced by cutting boldly 
into the softer metal below the surface, 
ami the most delicate effects can he ob
tained by slightly scratching the top of 
the plate. These light lines, lo one's sur-
pri-e, will last almost as long a* the 
deeper ones." 

Overcul passage- cannot be reduced by 
-craping or rubbing as this would de
stroy the coating. The burnisher ma> be 
used, but in general a good plate is the 
result of lirst intentions. The coaled alu
minum plate produces less burr and one 
of a different character than copper, 
being less sharp, and il may be scraped 
or rubbed off if desired. In storing fin
ished plates no precautions are needed 
except to protect them from scratches. 

For printing, the materials and proc
esses are the same as for other plate-. 
Plates are procurable in various grades 
of surface hardness. The softest grade i-
considered most adaptable because of the 
freedom it allows the needle. If, however, 
a greater number of prints are de-ired. 
a slightly harder surface is preferable. In 
testing OUt the toughness of these plates, 
more than 500 copies have already been 
tUCCessfnllj printed from one plate. 
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ERE IS A VERY PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION 
of the SUPERIOR QUALITY 

of L ' O ' F Quality Window 

Glass 
• • 

A SELECTION of articles 
commonly found in an architect's 
of f ice was strewn about on a tab le -
top; a la rge piece of L O F Qua l i t y 
W i n d o w Glass, securely c lamped 
in a wooden f rame, was suspended 
over them; a photograph was taken 
AT A N A N G L E , look ing down 
THROUGH the glass at the tab le-
top. The f rame hold ing the glass 
was then removed and a second 
pho tog raph was taken with NOTH
I N G between the lense and the 
art ic les on the tab le . The two 
photographs are herewith repro
duced. Despite the acute angle 
a t wh ich they were taken, the 
many straight lines are so fa i th 
fu l ly reproduced through the glass, 

that it is pract ical ly impossible 
to t e l l w h i c h p i c t u r e is w h i c h . 

Hard ly a technical or scientific test, 

it is t rue, but suff iciently convincing 

to exp la in , in some measure, why 

so many architects wri te a closed 

speci f icat ion for this f ine w indow 

glass. For your protect ion, instruct 

contractors and bui lders to leave 

the labels on until f inal inspection 

has been made. L ibbey -Owens ' 

Ford Glass Company, Toledo, Oh io . 
• 
The authenticity of fhese 
photographs is attested by 
Underwood & Underwood. 

L I B B E Y * O W E N S F O R D 
Q U A L I T Y G L A S S 



The photographic study tvhich forms the. frontispiece, over
leaf, is the work of the Artist-Photographer, A. Gonthier. 
The subject is a street scene, in Taxco, Mexico. The repro
duction was made possible through the kindly courtesy "' 
Samuel K. Gideon of the I Diversity of Texas. 



 
 

 

  
 

 



P E N C I L P O I N T S 
I o / it in v \ I / .) A M l A R Y I 9 3 5 i \ ii H I l »er / 

T O W I S H Y O U A L L 
A H A P P Y N E W Y E A R 

P e N C I L P O I N T S begins the new year of 
1935 in a new dress (which we hope yon will like I 
ano! With a feeling ol" optimism ilia! we believe is 
warranted by enough visible signs to make it logi-
eal. \\ c have a strong hope almost amounting to 
an expectation -thai this is the year that will go 
down in history as the one during which most of 
those now unemployed, including arehiteets and 
draftsmen, returned lo work. A rash thing to pre
dict, but (here is a chance thai it may come true. 

The utterances of our leading statesmen and 
economists I we mean the rail ones) ; the reports of 
studies being carried on by such realistically 
minded research bodies as the Brookings Institu
tion, National Resources Hoard, and others; the ac
celerating growth of general understanding by 
more and More people of bow the economic sys
tem Works and how it may ami can be regulated by 
wise governmental policies looking toward the per
manent common good of all rather than to the 
shortsighted, selfish, temporary advantage of a few 
powerful interests—all of these are encouraging in
dications that the democratic sector of the human 
race as* represented by the United States is not 
going to pot entirely but is. on the contrary, about 
ready to look out for its own welfare and advance
ment. Many hitherto widely accepted economic 
theories are breaking down under the impact of 
persistent cerebration and are being recognized as 
fallacies. New and well-considered economic con
cepts, imiIt on true understanding of the social 
changes that have taken place during the last two 
decades, are taking their places. Thoughtful men 
everywhere are assembling and analyzing factual 
information bearing upon Our economic problems 
and are discovering just where the Stoppages occur 
that periodically block the smooth flow of business 
ami industry. Correct solutions will be found. 

Against these thoughts it will be argued that 
ignorance and greed have not been and cannot bo 
legislated out of existence, that wars may break 
out at any moment lo upset what measure of equi
librium we have already attained, that social un

rest and industrial strife may impede the program 
that is being evolved to lead us up out of the mire 
of depression. W hile we recognize these things, we 
still choose to believe that we are. less and less 
gropingly, finding the right path to rccou.-truction. 

The place of the architect in the social scheme 
of the future is, we believe, going to be secure and 
he is going to fill a niche no less important than 
heretofore. We base this belief on the ingrained 
desire of humanity for beauty as well as utility in 
buildings ami on the obvious nee I of socielv foi 
trained planners, whether for its hahilation- or for 
its communities. There he they who fear that other 
elements of society will tend, in time, to supplant 
the architect. With this fear we do not agree. The 
engineer, who is often cited by the pessimistically 
minded among us as a substitute designer of build
ings and planner of cities, has in general neither 
the desire nor the special talents to give the public, 
what only the real architect can supply. Each of 
these groups of professional men has its own 
proper functions and each recognizes the merits of 
ami the social need for the other. True, some indi
viduals of one group will compete with those of 
the other at times, especially in days of economic 
stress, but in the main they will cooperate rather 
than struggle for supremacy. 

How well the individual architect will fare in 
the days to come will depend on how well he is 
prepared to perforin his services. Times have 
changed ami are still changing. Has he kept up 
with them? Has he informed himself about the 
multitudinous new materials and method- of con
struction that are coming to compete economically 
with the older (and still meritorious) traditional 
forttis and systems? Has he continued, by study 
ami observation, to improve bis skill as a planner 
and designer or has he. through discouragement or 
laziness or smugness, remained in a rut, content 
with whatever formulas he has adopted or with 
the aping of belter men ? 

If he has progressed he will get his fair and full 
share of the all-important work wherewith to -al-
i-l'\ his material and spiritual wants as the ex
pected recover) gather? strength. In the mean
while he can be ever alert to exert his force on 
behalf of all the hold but sound moves that are 
going lo be made in that direction or are we mis
taken? II we are not. it is going to he a Happier 
New War than any we have had for a long time. 

J A N V A H V I " $ 5 I' I. V ( / /, I'OUSTS 13 1 
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ARCHITECTS OF 
E U R O P E TODAY 
1—Marcello Piacentini, Italy 
By G E O R G E N E L S O N 

EDITOR'S N O T E : — W e are definitely not interested in publish
ing examples of contemporary European architecture for the 
purpose of encouraging the sort of stupid copying of man
nerism* that is unfortunately sometimes done. We do feel, 
however, that something can be learned from what is going 
on in Europe today provided we look at the buildings with 
full knowledge of the men and philosophies responsible for 
them. With this thought in mind, we commissioned George 
Nelson, Fellow of the American Academy in Rome, to inter
view a number of most important Continental architects and 
write for us a series of twelve, articles to run during 1935. 

I R R E V E R E N T legend has it — and there 
would seem to be some foundation for the tale— 
that sometime in the early 20's Piacentini was in a 
select group which became familiar with the taste 
of castor oil, that persuasive lubricant so gener
ously administered to the wavering ones by enthu
siastic Fascisti. Today, under the same regime, it 
is His Excellency Marcello Piacentini, official 
architect to the government, Secretary of the Royal 
Academy. President of the National Committee on 
< it\ Planning, director of the magazine "Archi-
tettura," official organ of the Fascist Syndicate of 
Architects. Al l of which goes to indicate that we 
are here dealing with no ordinary man. And if it 
is true that at the beginning he and the new order 
viewed each other with mutual suspicion, it is 
equally to be remarked that had the present gov
ernment, with its huge building program, never 
come into existence, Piacentini would not have 
reached his present unique position of power ami 
eminence. Success he would have had under any 
conditions: it is in the man to be a leader; but 
the opportunities would have been lacking. The 
sluggish country of pre-Fascist days had its grandi
ose schemes, to be sure; the trouble was that it 
never did anything about them. 

Piacentini came by his profession naturally: he 
was born into it. His father was an important 

architect in his time and the son was given the 
best education the country afforded. In 1901 he 
took his final diploma, after having demonstrated 
unusual ability as a student, and two years later, 
at the age of twenty-five, he won first prize in a 
large competition for a new civic center for the 
town of Bergamo. This was indeed no little plan 
for a boy just out of school, and in one stroke his 
reputation was made. It is characteristic of the WA) 
things were done that the project was not com-
plctcd until the present government took it in 
hand, a quarter of a century later. His record of 
successful competitions is phenomenal. In 1908, 
his design for a vehicular tunnel under the Quir-
inal hill in Rome took first place; it is still one 
of the most successful constructions of its kind. In 
1910, he was back in Bergamo, having won another 
competition, this time for a new University. The 
same year he did the Italian Pavilion at the 
World's Fair in Brussels, receiving the Grand 
Prix for it. On the strength of this he was put in 
charge of all the buildings for the exposition in 
Rome, which took place the following year, this 
time not only winning another Grand Prix, but a 
gold medal as well. Shortly afterwards his plan 
for joining the palaces on the Capitoline hill was 
accepted, and with the architect Brasini he worked 
out an arrangement whereby the curiously elon
gated Piazza Navona might better be adapted to 
modern traffic needs. At the Panama Pacific Expo
sition of 1915, the Italian Pavilion won the only 
Grand Prix given to any of the 78 competing na
tions, and he took advantage of the opportunity to 
go to America. By the time he was thirty he had 
become a recognized leader in his profession. 

Piacentini's career illustrates clearly some of 
the advantages of giving out important work on 
a competition basis. It allows a young man of 
ability to come quickly to the fore. The better men 
set a pace which raises the standards of the entire 
competing group, which in the case of Italy is 
very large. Best of all, it makes for progress in 
design: men who would play safe on a commis
sion that had been handed to them, often experi
ment on competition drawings. In the case of a 
dishonest or mistaken judgment, superior solu
tions still have a chance to win recognition, the 
best case of this, of course, being Saarinen's Chi
cago Tribune design. In Italy the numerous com
petitions which are held have become a kind of 
proving ground where all of the most radical itleas 
of the younger group are passed upon. And while 
there have been cases of the most flagrant abuses 
of the system, its educational effect, to judge from 
publications in the numerous interesting reviews, 
has been very great indeed. 

Private commissions began to come Piacentini's 
way after the first winning competitions, and he 
soon demonstrated his outstanding abilities in the 
difficult business of job getting. His skill at nego
tiating and powerful connections often made him 
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Plan shouting ili*' area rebuilt iii BrescUii " orth noting thai 
there is no through truffle in the piazza 

the logical choice for architect when his Un
doubted talents as a designer would have been of 
no avail. One family in Koine, that had chosen to 
build ita town house on a site complicated by all 
sori-. ol restrictions due to the proximity of sev
eral national monuments, was practically forced to 
engage him heeause no other architect in the city 
could have designed the house it wanted and lin n 
forced it through the Huilding Department. And 
he had the most uncanny flair for getting a maxi
mum of publicity out of ordinarily common|da* < 
jobs. One example will serve to illustrate. He un
commissioned to do a moving picture theatre in 
1915. He analyzed the problem of how to treat the 
facade in a manner years ahead of the time, and 
designed it as a simple screen with accents of flat 
decoration, rather than the pompous arches ami 
colonnades that the Romans had come to expect 
on the fronts of their theatres—as well as on every
thing else, for that matter. It created a furore. 
Everyone who could talk or use his bands joined 
the controversy, and the howls raised by the arch-

loving populace were so great that he finally had 
to do the facade over at his own expense. The 
hattle went on for months in the cafes and news
papers, and while he did lose a good bit of money 
on the job, infinitely more important was the fact 
that when the excitement had died down there 
was hardly a man, woman, or child in all of cen
tral Italy who did not know that there was an 
architect named Piaeentini in Koine. The pro
prietor e{ tin* theatre was highly gratified h\ the 
uproar: not only did he get a new facade for 
nothing, hut the dailv free advertising kept his 
house jammed for months. There was an amusing 
sequel to this tempest in a teapot. An American 
movie magnate, who happened lo be 10 Koine at 
the time, called on him ami offered him vast sums 
if he would design him theatres that would pro
duce similar outbursts in America. Piaeentini. 
familiar with the happy unconsciousness of the 
American citizenry where matters aesthetic were 
concerned, regretfully declined. 

As he began to settle down to a prosperous 
career devoted to designing villas and an occasional 
theatre or hank, the war broke out. ending hi-
architectural activities for several years. In the 
troubled days that followed the war he worked 
intermittently, doing a large building for the 
Bank of Italy, more villas, a new bridge over the 

A autre detailed plan of the new buildings of the piazza 
ihpUfs their nature and relative disposition 
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Barbcrini Moving Picture Theatre in Rome. The architect refused to be stampeded into swallowing the 
modern formula whole. Italian materials and design can produce their appropriate theatre architecture 
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Orchestra and Balcony floor plans 

Tiber, and made many town planning studies. 
Then came the March on Rome and Fascism, the 
slight misunderstanding already referred to—a 
matter that was speedily cleared up—and Piacen
tini entered upon the greatest phase of his career, 
under a government whose program included 
plans for a virtual rebuilding of the country in 
the shortest possible space of time. 

Today his offices are housed in the modern 
building he designed, almost directly across the 
river from Castel Sant'Angelo. The busy clatter of 
typewriters, the air of energy and efficiency that 
pervade the place make it seem almost American 
by contrast with the studios of his more leisurely 
contemporaries. He receives visitors in a large 
room, impressively bare save for a huge desk and 
a few modern chairs. Not particularly striking 
physically, except for a pair of remarkably keen, 
noncommittal eyes, he somehow makes felt his 
extraordinary personal charm from the first in
stant. Behind the charm lies a cold detachment 
and an inflexibility which are not so pleasant, 
perhaps, but much more revealing. 

He talks well, and courteously opened the con
versation by speaking of his trip to America and 
the impression it had made on him. Like most 
Europeans he had an almost wondering admira
tion for the rich, unfamiliar beauty of the large 
cities, but never for a moment did he confuse this 

 

Two views of the main lobby and sala d'aspetto 

   

  
  

Ilarberini Moving Picture Theatre 

sentiment with approval of the system of unregu
lated building that made such sights possible. In 
Rome there were laws to take care of that sort of 
thing, he added, and a very good thing it was, 
since the streets were already crowded to capacity. 
On the subject of modern architecture he was out
spoken. The international style had no attractions 
for him: his sympathies were all with the efforts 
to produce a distinctly national modern architec
ture, and for the attempts of some of the younger 
men to introduce the glass facade and other fea
tures of the architecture of northern Europe, he 
had nothing but scorn. 

"It is all very well to do these things in Russia," 
he snapped. "Here in Italy we have another prob
lem. With a blinding sun for eight months of the 
year it is difficult enough to keep out the intense 
heat without removing what protection we have 
and then substituting glass for it. Look at this 
studio"—indicating a small row of horizontal 
windows—"just because I increased only slightly 
the usual glass area, even now in early spring this 
room becomes uncomfortably warm in the after
noon. This preoccupation with the least adaptable 
features of German architecture is clearly a case of 
slipshod thinking, of infatuation with forms while 
they pretend to talk about functions." 

There was nothing out of the ordinary in all 
this talk: there rarely is in the reasoned conclu-

 

Large, simple, decorative motifs run throughout 
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Bas-reliefs by Alfredo Biagini. applied over main openings in the lobby of Barberini Thcatr<> 
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The Church of Christ the King HI Rami A radical departure from established forms 

aims of the practiced builder who has found that 
theories arc no good unless I hey can he success
fully built. "Why this mad rush to create a new 
architecture in a day?" asked Piacentini. '"Rome 
has seen many styles come ami go; they all de
veloped slowly. So today. What I build now is 
better, more truly modern than what I built last 
year. One must progress step by step—passo a 
passo—testing as one goes." 

For all his expressed conservatism, his work tells 
quite a different story. How many of our archi
tects, in a position similar to his. would abandon 
their bastard Gothic, emasculated Colonial, or the 
other shaking props which they substitute for 
la< k of convictions, and make as radical a depart
ure from established forms as in the Church of 
Christ the King, which was completed last year in 
Rome? Another example was the Via dcUTmpcro, 
itld streets subsequently built in the heart of 
Rome. There had been plans made for years to 
remove the picturesque slums that fringed 'he 
Forum and put in streets to relieve the frightful 
congestion in the heart of Rome. Nothing, as usual, 
was done about it until Mussolini came into 
power. It would have been very easy to side with 
those sentimental souls who preferred to leave the 
malodorous tenements as a background for the 
ruins ami to bewail the vandalism that would re
move this scenery. Instead, as head of the commis
sion, he worked wholeheartedly for the scheme 
until the government was interested, and then it 
was done. The spectacle of fast cars going down 
the street, past the ruins, only increases, if any
thing, the sense of their magnificence and power. 

A few years ago one of the greatest of all the 
competitions was held. The town of Brescia, a 
thriving commercial city midway between Milan 
and Venice, needed a large new center for it.* 
growing needs. There were two existing piazzas, 
both inadequate, and between them lay a choked 
area of tangled slums. All of Italy's architects sub'? 
initted plans, with the exception of Piacentini and 
others who were on the jury. The drawings were 

judged inadequate, six of the best were purchased, 
and one year after the judgment it was announced 
that the City of Brescia had awarded the commis
sion for the design of a new civic center to Alar-
cello Piaeentini. One might be tempted to inquire 
into this more deeply, but it would he fruitless; 
besides, as a cynical acquaintance remarked, no 
other architect in the country could have pushed 
the project through to completion. There were 
municipal funds, and there was money from the 
Government, but the success of the venture de
pended on the big companies which might be in
duced to buy or rent space in the buildings that 
were to surround the piazza. It was one of the 
biggest jobs Piaeentini ever undertook: he suc
ceeded finally, ami in 1932, a scant three years 
after the demolition of existing buildings had 
begun, the Piazza della V ittoria was inaugurated 
with milch pomp and ceremony by Mussolini, who 
afterwards privately expressed his gratification to 
the architect, as well be might. It was a splendid 
piece of work. In one stroke a blighted area was 
removed from the center of the city, its inhabi
tants were transferred to more sanitary quarters, 
a new open space, well placed in relation to exist
ing traffic arteries, was created, automatically 
becoming the logical business section of the city. 
There are ten large buildings around the piazza, a 
post office, insurance company, bank, and so on. 
\\ bile easily accessible, the piazza accommodates 
no through traffic, and has consequently become 
the favorite gathering place of the people. One 
can critic ize, of course. It is all a hit garish in its 
sleek coating of varicolored marbles. There is a 
curious vacillation between Lombard. Venetian, 
ami non-traditional modern influences, and the 
\ei \ virtuosity of the architect makes for restless* 
ness. Amid all the marble rises a thirteen-storv 
skyscraper of brick, with apartments on the upper 
floors and a restaurant at the top. The post office, 
tlone in horizontal stripes of black and gray 
marble, is a simple and monumental edifice, not 
to he passed over lightly when one considers what 
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we have been getting in the way of post offices for 
many long years. Piacentini was practically a dic
tator on the work, and his powers extended to the 
point where he could say what kind of a shop was 
to go in any given space. It is to he noticed how 
he spotted cafes and restaurants on the corners so 
that the limits of the piazza would he marked at 
night. No opportunity of this magnitude ever came 
the way of the great huilders of the Renaissance. 
Borromiui and Bernini cut each other's throats 
for chances much smaller than this, and the beat 
that any of them could do was to make complete 
plans that they hoped would lie followed, and. 
during their own lifetimes, change the plans of 
their predecessors. 

Last spring Piacentini was reported to have the 
equivalent of ahout twenty-six million dollars 
worth of work in his office. Large as this figure 
looks to any American architect in these days, 
when considered in relation to the wealth of Italy, 
by no means a rich country, it becomes staggering. 
Small wonder, then, that he is feared and flattered, 
attacked behind his back. Last winter opposition 
came to a head, and he was bitterly denounced— 
not by name—in Parliament. Why, came the 
question, should so much of the government work 
be concentrated in one or two offices when so 
many of the able younger men could get nothing? 
The picture is not quite as black as it was painted. 
Few countries in the world have entrusted so many 
commissions of importance to men barely in their 
thirties. Sahaudia, the new town in the drained 
Pontine Marshes, was designed lock, stock, and 
barrel by Cancelotti and his group, all young. 
The new railroad station of Florence, popularly 

known as '7a bar a di vctro"—the glass coffin—is 
being done by young men. So is the Naples post 
office ami innumerable similar buildings being 
done all over the country. But someone has to be 
attacked, and Piacentini is the biggest target. 

Personally, the man is a bundle of contradic
tions. In his character are to be found all the in* 
consistencies that have made the Italian tempera
ment a mystery to the people of the north since 
they first became aware of it. A wily politician 
and utterly unscrupulous, he is at the same time a 
man of wide learning, passionately interested in 
his work and all that has any bearing upon it. A 
wealthy and conservative business man, he has 
written books on modern architecture, has held 
the chair of Town Planning in the Royal School 
of Architecture since its foundation, and is an 
authority on the subject. Undisputably an ex
tremely able architect, he nevertheless made the 
serious error of signing his name to another man's 
design for a new street in Rome. The mistake lay 
in his getting sued and losing the case. A firm be
liever in a modern architecture of a distinctly 
Italian cast, his church of Christ the King has no 
prototype south of the Alps, plenty north of them. 
He is to be distinguished from his Renaissance 
forbears only in his dress and of the determina
tion, and energy of the regime that is making 
oxer his country, he might be a symbol. Today 
lie is at the peak of his career. Bound up inti
mately with a government beset by financial diffi
culties within and political worries without, it 
seems that he would of necessity rise or fall with 
the group now in power. But it is not safe to pre
dict. He is a shrewd man. 

From this luxurious red porphyry tribunal the changing leaders harangue the Bresciuns 
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T H E U P P E R 
G R O U N D 
Being Essays in Criticism 
By H . V A N B U R E N M A G O N I G L E 

D. ARC I I . , P . A . I . A. 

"'Take the upper ground in maniruvrin', Terence,' I sez, 
'an' you'll be a gin'nil yet, sc: / . in' uid that I ivint up to 
the flat mud roof av the house and looked over the par'pet, 
thnndin' delicate." 

R. K, "My Lord the Elephant." 

I J A S T month I was unable to respond to the 
letters, long and interesting, received from three 
brads of schools as reactions to the commentary on 
the reports of the Collegiate Schools of Architec
ture. I hope to be able to reply in these columns 
in the February number. There seem to us to lie 
two subjects of paramount importance just now, 
the education of the architect and the rehabilita-
tion of the profession he is preparing to enter. The 
two are indissolubly related, and the practicing 
architect should take a far larger share than he 
does in shaping the students" education. 

* * * * 
Architt'iture for December prints an article 

entitled "The Challenge to Architectural Educa
tion" by Matlaek Price, which I should gladly 
quote complete if that were possible, for this is a 
sane and beautifully expressed treatment of the 
subject—cool, moderate, and constructive. He 
begins by saying that in his student days, thirty 
years ago. '"Architectural design was measured by-
taste and scholarship, and the training was planned 
and administered accordingly" . . . "Originality 
and imagination were frowned upon." I can't quite 
subscribe to the full implication- of that last. 
They weren't encouraged much—no doubt of that 
—but neither, as 1 recollect, were they ditCQW* 
aged, certainly no more than they have been, to 
I I i \ personal sorrow, in live competitions, that I 
could cite, in the past few years. If ever there was 
a time when taste and scholarship were needed, it 
is now. 

» » » * 

Mr. Price gives a list of the men to whom, in 
1905 or thereabouts, the young were to lift aspir
ing eyes—from my point of view7 a quaint list, if 
I may say so—McKim, Mead & White, Charles A. 
Piatt, Carrere and Hastings, Cass Gilbert, Arnold 

W. Brunner, and Daniel Burnham. Mr. Gilbert 
had not yet, thirty years ago, attained a position 
above the ruck. Mr. Brunner never reached any
thing hut mediocrity* And Mr. Burnham never was 
anything but a business man who could have made 
a go of the tripe business; as an architect to em
ulate, Never. 

» » * * 

Referring to the names of Bramante and 
Brunelleschi, inscribed on Robinson Hall at Har
vard, Mr. Price says: "What has happened that 
these names no more evoke reverence, or even 
respect in the modern architectural student?" . . . 
"\\ e did not know so much in 1905, could not, that 

is, pretend to the architectural clairvoyance of 
today's students, who 6ee McKim. Mead & White 
as a bungling trio of old pattern followers." "The 
Empire State Building, and the R. C. A. Building 
in Rockefeller Center loom high, but they do not 
stand on the edge of the universe, with nothing 
behind them but void space. A great many years 
of architecture lie behind them." . . . "today's 
architectural student is so naively set toward the 
future that his curiosity will explore only in that 
direction for all that he is without a compass and 
direct ions." (My italics.) 

« # » » 

All this moves me to say that 1 believe one of 
the reasons for the attitude of the student of the 
moment toward the old masters of the craft is 
ignorant, confused, incoherent thinking, not only 
on their part hut on that of their preceptors. 

The principles for which the names of Brunel
leschi and Bramante stand, it is needless to say to 
rational people, are immutable and will be as long 
as one piece of steel, one brick, one stone, have 
to be placed upon another in order to build any
thing. Both men, a century apart in time, were 
nurtured at the dugs of the Roman Wolf. Did 
either reproduce the architecture they excavated 
and measured and drew and studied? Not at all. 
Each, in his own day and time, brought an archi
tecture into the world as new, in that day and time, 
as the latest vagaries of the most rootless modern
ists are pretended to be. The fear seems now to he, 
that if a boy studies any architecture before that 
of a few contemporary offices, he will waste hi-
time. 

• • • • 
A major source of concern in education nowa

day- i- tin- extraordinary and ridiculous phenome
non of the undergraduates demanding that the) 
shall be "taught" "modern" architecture, and 
taught it as they wish it taught!! The homely ex
pression for that sort of tiling in my own infancy 
was "teaching their grandmothers how-to suck 
eggs"—but now they also choose the egg for 
grandma. Some years ago I encountered the newly 
appointed head of a newly established school of 
architecture in an old and famous University who 
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told rite that his mission in New York just then 
was "to buy hooks on modern architecture" and 
that his "students insisted upon being taught it"! 
Think of it! Think of a hunch of raw cubs out of 
the sticks, with neither background nor knowl
edge, having the monumental gall to dictate to a 
great University what it shall give them to fit them 
for life in a world upon which they had but very 
recently opened their infant eyes!! Grotesque, 
isn't it. And consider the cowardice of a University 
that would consent to infantile dictation; the fear 
that these pups would go elsewhere if it doesn't 
submit; fear that the "department" would 
dwindle, that it wont be a "big" department! 
Great God! Everybody with even the vision of a 
mole knows there are too many architects and too 
many architectural students now! But the tin-
avowed, secret ambition in the hearts of most 
heads of schools is to have a "big" one. Quantity 
again, always quantity. 

The Institute, as the leading body of practicing 
architects in the country, should make a survey 
of the entire profession, ascertain the constantly 
changing needs of it as regards new blood for 
which employment may be reasonably assured, and 
every year set every architectural school in the 
country its quota of new students to let loose upon 
us. As it stands, the schools just turn 'em out, as 
many as possible, with no reference whatever to 
the demand. It is cruel to these young men. 

If I am talking nonsense just tell me so and I 
shall he a happy man to be able to say that I am 
wrong. 

• • * * 
Granted that the study of architecture or any 

art is a fine thing culturally, in theory. But there 
is another aspect. Such a young man, with a smat
tering of architecture, may be some day the client 
of some unhappy architect. I have had such a 
client in my time—and I'd rather have had a 
button-maker, knowing nothing but buttons; his 
little knowledge puffed him to the danger point. 

* * * * 
But to leave buttons for our neglected muttons. 
Let me say to the schools this, out of an active 

experience of 53 years and 5 mouths: that if each 
of them turns out only one student per year who 
has a real flair for architecture, who gives promise 
of being the real thing as a man and an artist, they 
will have done enough for their country to justify 
their existence. And if they have ruthlessly 
weeded out the crop they began their year with 
and direct the discards into other channels in 
which they may be useful citizens, they will have 
deserved the thanks and praise of the profession. 

# » * * 

Mr. Price relates how he found himself unex
pectedly a substitute instructor in a noted school 
and says: "There was the initial shock of finding, 
as a whole, an attitude toward past architecture 

that ranged from contemptuous indifference to 
heady resentment that a study of all this "historic 
junk 1 should be required at all. Of what possible 
value could any architecture be without chromium 
steel? And with this general attitude went an 
absurd complacency pathetic if it weren't annoy
ing—an utterly callow notion . . . that architecture 
is in the process of culmination in such of its e\i-
dences as the Km pi re State Building, Rockefeller 
Center, and the work at the Century of Progress 
Exposition." 

Who gave them this? Why do they think this 
way? They didn't think it out for themselves. 

* • * » 

"Educators . . . hesitate to change the curricu
lum." Since the basic truths of architecture are 
eternal, one can see no reason for any 11»iim but a 
simplification of the curriculum, a return to basic 
constructional principles which have developed 
with the aesthetics of architecture and which are 
identical uith the wstln-tics of architecture. 

» * * * 

Speaking of the manner in which new methods 
and materials have found their way into the engi
neering and construction courses in better form 
than in the courses in design, may I enlarge upon 
the general trend of Mr. Price's thought just here, 
and say that the "modernists" put an entirely un
warranted emphasis upon "new" materials, ap
parently for the sole reason that they are new 
—or untried. We must remember that at least 50 
per cent of modern "art," be it architecture, paint
ing or sculpture, is talk, mere talk: no, I'm wrong, 
it is "sales talk" not mere. 

There is no virtue necessarily inherent in a new 
material. The clients of the "modern" salesman 
type of practitioner who permitted themselves to 
be persuaded to use window7 frames ami sash of 
one of the aluminum family of alloys, unpainted, 
will rue the day they were told not only that it 
was "new" and "the latest thing" but that it would 
not rust—all rust of course looking like ferric 
oxide—that's the way you can tell a thing is 
ntsted. But it was "a new use of a new material." 
It was "the latest thing." It would shine—for a 
while. And all new architecture must shine, must 
glitter. It catches the eye. It advertises the archi
tect. It indubitably does. May I be permitted to 
be very modern and say—"and how!" 

• • • • 
Here is real constructive thought: Mr. Price 

Bays "I cannot see the question of the abiding 
merit of modern architecture and design in gen
eral as being anything like so important as evolv
ing a system of architectural education and in
struction that trill endow its students uith the 
vital hind of taste, perception, and discrimination 
—an equipment which will enable them to under
stand, direct, and control the trend—any trend!" 
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The italics arc mine. The real of tin- paragraph 
sets forth the danger in lack of -n«Ti < quipment. 

# • * • 
"Bill what, you may well ask, is to be taught, 

supposing the architectural curriculum is to be 
rewritten? Largely, the educator's problem is to 
define the objectives of modern architectural edu
cation and training first to himself, and then, as 
early as possible, to the student." 

I have italicised "modern" to emphasize my be
lief that the true objectives of today in education 
are the same as those of all our yesterdays back to 
the beginning of structure—how best to make a 
man and an artist with the sense of structure, that 
i- to say. an architect. How to train him to think 
clear through a problem, big or little, simple or 
complex. How to help him to aequire that balance 
which will save him from being led away by false 
doctrine, by fads, by disingenuous chatter intended 
to advertise the chatterer. How to help him to 
know a principle when he sees it and to distin
guish between one and the specious stuff which 
stalks around these days in masquerade. 

• » * * 

Listen to this: '"But in a study of architecture 
as a humanly conditioned expression of taste, the 
student would learn at least one very important 
truth—that most examples of bad taste in archi
tecture, and most eras stigmatized as low7 in taste, 
correspond in a way that is more than coincidence 
with poor design" (Mr. Price's italics.) 

Again: "No sooner does the educator focus hi
nt ind upon the real nature and meaning of design 
than he begins to see that here may lie the central 
necessity of all architecture" (parlor sociologists 
please note) "and therefore the necessity, lacking 
which, modern architecture would fail. Because 
the older doctrine of architecture was one of 'adap
tation is an insufficient reason for going on teach
ing it as though this were still so." 

Again: "Today the architectural desideratum is 
creative design." \ la \ I add: As it always was 
whether we knew it or not. "Creative'" in connec
tion with art is as dangerous a word as I know. 
"It would be unwise, here, to attempt an examina
tion of the extent to which modern architecture is, 
in fact, creative; the word conveniently, and with 
sufficient accuracy, serves as a distinguishing term. 
Hut architecture itself, in essence, has not changed 
as completely as many people suppose." (My 
italics.) "The change is one of empha-i- rather 
than of fundamentals.*1 And with the emphasis 
rather on the trivia than the essentials. 

And while we arc on the subject of "modern cre
ative design*' I would draw attention to the cold 
fact that the creative modernists are copying each 
other just as hard and just as much as ever the 
"adapters"' did. In a lecture the other day 1 showed 
slides of five buildings practically alike except 
for the number of stories, in Stuttgart, Dusseldorf, 

Berlin. London, and New ^ ork, any one of which 
might have been designed by any one of the 
quintet of creative designers. Which was the orig
inal creation I neither know nor care—the one in 
New York was the latest and, one hopes, the last. 

• • » » 
Mr. Price goes «»": "Haven't students been 

taught to recognize de-ign when they sec it . . . 
rather than given the ability to be designers?** 
Isn't the first step toward "being designer* know
ing first what design has been, and then what it is 
being and becoming''' 

• • • • 
He suggests three points he would feel essentia] 

in a new and reasoned curriculum for architectural 
schools. I will not quote them in full, except the 
first, as follows: "A new analysis of architectural 
design, so directed as to rationalize and coordinate 
precedent and the new creative design. This should 
perform the tremendously valuable necessity of ex
amining the essential nature of design, and of see
ing it as immutable, unaffected by transient 
fashions." 

I can't help wishing he had not said the "new" 
creative design. For me there is no "new" creative 
design. Design in its very nature is creative, con
ditioned always by the strange unconscious process 
Mr. Elmer Grey so ably discussed the other day. 
1 suppose he used "new" to link it unmistakably 
with the much debated "modern." 

The exponents and proponents of the "new de
sign" have not, however, invented the creative 
process although they make tacit claim to it; it 
was going on before they began to copy the 
Teutons and the Scandinavians and palm off their 
thoughts and things as their own—before, even, 
they were born. 

His second point begins "New ideas in the stud\ 
of style-sources." That word "style" bothers me. 
It very perilously connotes just the slough of 
"adaptation" in which architecture in this country 
has floundered for more than a generation. Style 
happens—Style in the only sense in which I ever 
consent to discuss it. It can't be taught, no matter 
what the "style-source," no matter how new the 
idea about it. The only source of Style is just that 
which Mr. Grey lighted up for us in this magazine 
in October. 

The second paragraph of Mr. Price's second 
proposition suggests too much for my complete 
comfort the glad surprise with which Columbia 
bails the new discoveries referred to below. 

• • • • 
The first and second paragraphs of his third 

proposition are full of meat. 1 have in my files a 
paper once written by a well-known architect now 
passed on, and which 1 took the liberty of sup
pressing in what I thought was his own interest, 
consisting chiefly in quotations from Sir Joshua 
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Reynolds' Discourses to the effect that the best 
had already been done, once and for all, and that 
therefore we should continue to copy and never 
dare to think a new thought. Mr. Price, dealing 
with this tiresome doctrine, says: "It is a doctrine 
that defeats ambition before it has a chance to 
grapple with architecture in any realistic manner." 
Of course it does. But also it is essential that a 
student should be able to place what is to him a 
new idea in a just perspective, see it in relation 
to thoughts old and middle-aged as well as young 
and perhaps untried. How is he to be given to 
know whether the idea is new? It is just possible 
that it isn't. It might be a part of the heritage of 
the race which the young mind has not yet chanced 
to encounter—for such accidents will happen. 

» * * # 

Referring to the "stupid conflict" between the 
"practical" and "cultural" in any curriculum, he 
says that "the central mistake is to recognize or 
allow any conflict at all. Among many of the fore
most architects of this country I have never been 
able to perceive that culture and a practical, real
istic equipment are mutually exclusive." Which is 
so true that it is incredible that it should have to 
be stated—and yet I fear sonic of my own corre
spondents have taken me to mean that they are 
mutually exclusive. The man who can't build well 
and durably what he '"designs" is merely not an 
architect at all. And, conversely, he who can't de
sign that which he builds is not an architect either. 
In all the years I have been in architecture, until 
recently when so many brand new things are being 
discovered all over again, have I ever heard such 
truths as those questioned. 

» • » * 
Mr. Price closes his able and stimulating article 

by saying: "A zest for intellectual adventure 
should be the characteristic of every University. 
And of every architectural school." Amen to that 
—and yet I venture to suggest that Alpine climb
ing is not an adventure to set forth upon with 
the equipment furnished by the cradle or even 
the crib. "Let the little legs grow stronger; baby 
then may climb the Alp." 

• • • • 
Dr. Charles Butler, who is, among other use

ful things, a member of the State Board of Ex
aminers for architects in New York State, draws 
to my attention an error in the October "Upper 
Ground" in reference to the requirements for a 
license to practice, which proves, I am glad to 
say, only partial. The law still requires that after 
January 1st, 1937, an applicant, before he can take 
the exams, must submit evidence that he has been 
graduated from a college or school, etc., etc. Which 
is what I said. B U T , due as I gather to Dr. Butler's 
own efforts, there was added some time ago (so far 
as I know without any public announcement of 

the change) an amendment permitting, in lieu of 
graduation, etc., twelve years* practical experience 
in architectural work of a grade and character 
satisfactory to the Board. 

Nothing could give me greater pleasure than to 
make this correction, and the thanks of the pro
fession are due Dr. Butler. 

* » • » * 

The registration law in this State was framed 
primarily for the protection of the public from 
the incompetent constructor who used to call him
self an architect. It is equally important that the 
law protect the public from the incompetent de
signer! This the New York law now measurably 
does. A fair percentage of the time given to an 
examination of an applicant is devoted to "testhetic 
design"—which is as it should be; in my opinion 
up to fifty or sixty per cent of the marks, not 
mere lime, should be for design, and a high grade 
of performance be required. There are any num
ber of men who could pass creditably an examina
tion in structural matters who would be highly un
desirable, where design is concerned, let loose on 
a community. 

• • * * 
In the New York Herald-Tribune recently, the 

new Dean of the School of Architecture of Colum
bia University was quoted as follows: "The theatre 
of the architect will be, not the romantic picturiza-
tion of streets, not the poetic aspects of churches 
and country houses, but great industrial and 
communal enterprises whose outcome, by a vast 
enhancement of security and health, will lift and 
sustain the happiness of populations." 

Cartoon by Haenigsen in the New York Journal 

Are we to understand from this that no more 
churches, no more country houses are to be built? 
Or that merely their "poetic aspects" are to disap
pear when Columbia really gets going on its 
"scientific" program? In relation hereto I would 
refer the interested to a list (given in an article 
of mine in the American Architect in July, 1933) 
of the types of buildings architects deal with at 
any normal time, which should convince the most 
skeptical that the emphasis put upon commercial 
structures in the past five or more years is mislead
ing and unfounded. There is probably a copy 
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somewhere in the Avery Library—if that is still 
permitted to exist under the new dispensation. 
For the quotation continues: "If, therefore, the 
architect must abandon his carved stone, his vaults, 
his classic orders, and even his library"; this seems 
to threaten the existence of the background of 
present-day architecture so far as it is recorded in 
books. I am moved also to inquire why the archi
tect must abandon his carved stone and his vaults? 
Perhaps they aren't stylish any more. How very 
dangerous a little rhetoric can be! The Dean of 
anything, from a cathedral down, is always listened 
to with an attention that should make him cautious 
how he misleads the public and the students; and 
mind his language careful. 

The Dean addressed a luncheon meeting of the 
Architectural League the other day, I am told, and 
joined the Dutch in discovering Holland. With 
glad surprise Columbia hails the new discoveries 
of the new day—summarized, that buildings have 
functions—that if they do not express those func
tions they are not good buildings—and other evi
dences of pioneer thought. 

It must be just too wonderful to chip the shell, 
stick out the downy head, and discover all these 
bright new things! 

The article continued: "We must believe that it 
is not only a part of our work to give our students 
a technique which shall be useful and salable (my 
italics) but we must also strive to make them fit to 
apprehend a new and vastly wider responsibility 
than has hitherto characterized the architect." 
This is really too jejune to comment upon. For the 
sake of the record only, I enter a categorical denial 
of the statement that the responsibilities of the 
architect are any newer or any wider than they 
have always been. It may be good "publicity talk," 
but it is simply untrue. 

• * • * 
Any architectural school needs the support and 

approval of the practitioners of architecture. And 
if the schools persist in this sort of stuff, it may be 
difficult for students trained under such auspices 
to "sell" the "technique" they have so painfully 
acquired. To adopt the language of commerce so 
popular in school and pulpit, the architect of ex
perience will, before buying, examine very care
fully the goods he is offered by the scholastic 
drummers. 

T O T H E P R O F E S S I O N : 

I N the scores of letters that have come to me 
since my first address to the profession in the No
vember "Upper Ground," it was inevitable that 
there should be many points of view. It is inevi
table that many men should find more things the 
matter than the substitution of business objects 
for professional ideals. There are rates and 

charges. There are the registration laws. There is 
the alleged top-lofty attitude of those architects 
who decline to give up enough, of days all too 
short, to satisfy the hordes of drummers who visit 
our offices, or the pleasant and gentlemanly "con
tact men" who represent a new and much im
proved link between the material men, manufac
turers, and contractors, and the architect. Those 
practicing outside of a very large place like New 
\ o r k can have no conception of the number of 
agents of one or another kind who would take up 
every moment of our days if one saw even a small 
fraction of them. There are other things—and a 
good many of my correspondents refer to ethics. 
May I say just here that I have not mentioned the 
word nor the thing — ethics means professional 
conduct—and in my opinion professional conduct 
has never been on so generally high a plane in 
spite of the temptations of the times. 1 have not 
been drawing attention to misconduct on the part 
of the "professional" architect, but to the presence 
of the business - man - broker - type and his kind 
who have done untold harm to us because their 
minds are not the minds of professional men, and 
their attitude toward architecture as an art and a 
profession is that of the outsider who has horned 
in. 

I thought I had made myself clear, that I had 
written English that was unmistakable in its mean
ing. But yesterday I had evidence to the contrary 
from a man who said he had read the November 
and December letters each four times, but was not 
yet clear as to what I mean. Hence these explana
tory sentences. 

Here is one: Architectural engineering is a pro
fession within our profession, an honorable and 
useful calling; so long as the Architectural Engi
neer does not call himself an architect tout court 
and make pretense to be what he is so seldom as 
almost to he never—an artist and designer—he is, 
so far as I am concerned, outside this discussion. 
It is nevertheless true that the engineering type of 
mind is usually incapable of looking at architec
tural design and practice as the architect does. 

I had assumed as to my readers, that I might 
count upon their assumption that after thirty-five 
years of practice 1 had learned that part of every 
architect's day is devoted to stark, hard business, 
and that if one is not careful it will encroach upon 
the mere beer and skittles of design and construc
tion. May I assure those who have not understood 
this, that I am, and have been, all my professional 
life, completely aware of this element of the daily 
life of the architect. 

I have the impression that some men think I am 
unduly nervous about the state of the profession, 
and that I was also unduly severe and outspoken. 
Well, when I was younger I used to do a good deal 
of sparring. I was taught two main things about 
fighting: 1st, To pick your mark. Not to aim at 
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three or four places, hut just One. 2nd, When you 
had picked your mark, to hit it with every ounce 
of weight and force in your body. I was not un
mindful of the many other marks this most inter
esting correspondence has disclosed—hut I picked 
the place to hit which f considered the most im
portant place, what I believe to lie at the root of 
all our troubles. 

There has been, as I pointed out, a good deal of 
pussy-footing around the situation, sonic pretty 
mealy-mouthed utterances hither and yon. Plain 
talk was needed and inv mail is proof thut it not 
only hit the special mark I picked, hut jarred the 
rest of the system as hitting square on the button 
will always do. 

To those who, never so gently, have regretted 
that I am "hysterical," "panicky" or "slopping 
over." may I say that when a man goes out to stalk 
a tiger he doesn't do it with a saucer of milk-and-
water, lie takes a gun. And further, that everything 
I have said has been deliberately conceived and 
carried out—and will continue to be, in the way 
I think will accomplish results. Pm not doing this 
for fun but to try to accomplish something. 

Which brings me to this, to clear away any 
doubts on the subject: This is not a publicity 
stunt. Its genesis is to be found in a conversation 
with two serious Institute men who were discuss
ing the regrettable change apparent in the profes
sional attitude, and wondering where, in the Insti
tute, (he right kind of leadership could be found. 
I decided, having the vehicle of approach in "The 
Upper Ground," to sound out the profession and 
asked my Editors if they would back me up— 
which they have with a magazine eight pages 
bigger, to accommodate this matter. I have hope 
that before long, with an awakened interest, 
leadership will be found. If every member of the 
Institute will demand that every man who looks a 
likely candidate for office—for office connotes lead
ership—stand up and be counted on the basis of 
his professional history we'll have leadership and 
the kind We ought to have. 

* * # « 

This letter in December dealt more with what 
Institute men can do to restore the profession to 
public respect and confidence, than the many 
others not in the Institute ranks. And to these lat
ter 1 wish t<> address myself just now. 

There are Registration Laws in 36 or 38 States 
of the Union. The number of registered architects 
in each varies, but in the aggregate they constitute 
a formidable body of opinion that can be directed 
to the public good—and one of the elements of the 
public good is to have its buildings well designed 
ami built by competent architects. Here in New 
York State there are nearly 1600 registered archi
tects. These are organized here into what is called 
the "Council of Registered Architects," which is, 
roughly, dedicated to the protection of the mate

rial interests of the architects legislation affecting 
practice, etc. I think its field should cover design 
more than it does. 

The Registered Architects ,,f overy State should 
organize also. Then when an architect, who might 
otherwise be isolated in a detached community, 
wants to be heard he can speak with the voice of 
not one but many. There is something heartening 
in feeling that one's fellows are with us. 

Soon, no doubt, instead of the necessity for tak
ing out a dozen licenses in a dozen different States, 
we shall have either uniform requirements for a 
license to practice in all States, or a central licens
ing authority acting for all the States. That this 
should be Governmental!)' controlled, God forbid. 
We must recognize that some elements of a Regis
tration Law that would work in one part of the 
country wouldn't work somewhere else. And also 
that no community in any state would care to have 
some fellow, who has barely scraped through a 
low-standard exam in another, building poor build
ings in a high-standard town. 

In such Councils of Registered Vrchitects is a 
splendid field for the effort to build up the profes
sion in the public esteem. The character of prac
tice and professional methods should be examined 
ami re-evaluated. Ever since the World War, many 
architects who went down to \\ ashington and 
worked in the various huge organizations of the 
hour were badly bitten by the efficiency bug. "Effi-
eieney" w as the cliche of the time, with more waste 
of effort than we ever saw before. They, and others 
likewise impressed by size ami number—quantity, 
in short—have been trying ever since to impress 
the public with their business efficiency, with the 
size ami splendor of their office.-, by the size of 
their staffs, and have modeled their offices in ap
pearance and atmosphere upon the counting rooms 
of huge corporations or hanking institutions—with 
all the working machinery visible from the gate in 
the outer office. To some business minds that sort 
of tiling may be impressive—perhaps it is. But it 
is such tilings that have helped to give the public 
the impression that architecture is a business, and 
it is just such things that every man should think 
over carefully. If you want people to believe that 
architecture is a profession, the office ought to look 
like an architect's office, the work-place of a pro
fessional man. 

In this world of business toward which so many 
architects are easting sheep's-eyes. there is an enor
mous amount of bunk and silliness. One has only 
to look over the advertising pages of newspapers 
and magazines to see the utter drivel handed to 
the public by business men. And it is that kind of 
I waddle, that shouldn't be able to sell a penny's 
worth of anything to anyone above the grade of a 
low-ty pe moron, that some men in our profession 
seriously propose should be adopted to "put the 
architect on the map." Well, I believe that only 
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professional conduct and ideals can put the archi
tect on the map. One of the tenets of our Code of 
Eth ic s is that it is unprofessional to advertise. I f 
it is unprofessional for the individual then it is 
unprofessional for the profession as a whole to do 
it. A n d if someone can laugh that off, go ahead. 

E v e r y Registered Architect can render service to 
his community on such a plane as to command the 
respect of his fellow townsmen. Much of any pro
gram for the restoration of the profession must, in 
the very nature of l ife, seem dul l and inglorious. 
Steady, grim plugging—mere daily hehavior of a 
sort to show the laity what we think of our profes
sion, of civic problems, of a l l the things we need 
not recapitulate here—does not seem very inspir
ing at first blush. A n d yet it is just such simple 
things, such everyday virtues, that make up the 
mass of any endeavor to raise the level of life to 
a better plane. I t isn't given to everyone to be the 
showy horse in a spike-team, to catch the public 
eye—the hard pul l ing is done by the wheelhorses 
-—but in an age and time and country such as ours 
has become, the spike himself performs a very use
fu l function. 

I t has been part icularly interesting to me to see 
the directions men's thoughts take under stimu
lus. I hope that just because a man has written 
once, he won't feel he has done enough. T h e only 
way to win a fight is to keep on fighting. Therefore 
I should like to see m y correspondents cominen! 
upon each other's views, not mine alone, analyze 
them, have here a forum for constructive debate or 
suggestion, wi th an a im in view al l the time, not 
a means of blowing off of steam, or hot-air, or 
spleen. I t does no good merely to get mad, merely 
to be excited, and then sink back to sleep again. 
\<>w that we are A W A K E , let's S T A Y A W A K E 

AND NOW, O P E N DISCUSSION: 

LOUIS LA BEAUME. I•'.\.I.A. 
St. Louis. Missouri 

I read Magonigle's article and find lliat uearh every other 
bedeviled member of the profession has either read it also, 
or heard about it. It the principal topic of conversation 
at lunch one day W I H M I I happened to be in New York about 
three weeks ago. 

My first reaction, on reading Mac"- article, was one of con
siderable exhilaration. It was written with such gusto, and 
seemed calculated to crack so many cocoanuts that I enjoyed 
it thoroughly. My first impulse was to write to the author 
and congratulate him as the undisputed champion of beauty, 
morals, rhetoric, and self-respect, to say nothing of valor, 
indignation, and disgiii-t. I mlouhtedly he entitled to wear 
the diamond-studded belt. I hope he may keep it for a long 
time because I am so thoroughly in accord with so much of 
his creed. I, too, deplore the confusion of ideals which 
some of our leadership has engendered, and I share much 
of Magonigle's disgust. But being, as you know, the mildest 
of men. I cannot help feeling that some of his language is 

unnecessarily violent, and some of his nervousness not quite 
seemlj in a champion. 

W hen he asks categorically what I am going to do to re-
habilitate the profession in the public esteem, I find thyself 
at a loss for an answer. I do not feel it necessary to sign a 
pledge, or make a vow, or go on a crusade to Jerusalem. I 
have no inclination to hit the sawdust trail for, as a matter 
of fact, I feel pretty good already. AU I can hope for is that 
my moral stamina will last, and that I personally will con
tinue to behave as well as I have in the past—and that 
Magouigle will too. If he does and I do, and there are many 
more like us, we needn't bother about the world's respect 

The present attitude of the Federal Government seem- to 
me rather beside the point-—at any rate, without much im
portance. For three years the Government did utilize the 
-ervices of practicing architects to considerable extent, to a 
greater extent, in fact, than ever before in the country's his
tory, and I am inclined to think that when the present crisis 
is passed, architectural ability of the highest order will 
again be sought by the Government. 

Magonigle's definition of an architect as "a man of con-
-tiintive imagination" is admirable. His differentiation of 
the professional altitude from the mere business attitude is 
wholesome and cannot be too strongly stressed. I should like 
to believe, and do believe, that society is coming more 
clearly to understand what this differentiation means. Let us 
agree, however, that no architect is worthy of the title if he 
is not capable of seeing through, to the bitter end, the struc
tural and business details of his client's project. A man may 
still be an artist and possess common sense, and nearly ever} 
great artist has his natural share of gumption. That goes 
without Baying. I do not think, however, that the practice of 
architecture ought to be conceived as business. The profes
sional attitude is quite different from the business attitude, 
to my way of thinking, in that the professional man (or 
artist) has nothing to sell but his best advice. He does not 
buy "things" cheap and sell them at a margin of profit; he 
does not manufacture "things" at low cost, in quantity, or 
otherwise, to sell again for a margin of profit. In other 
words, he is neither a manufacturer nor a merchant. 

He should be a skilled adviser, counsellor and guide, ren
dering his services, of course, for a fair compensation, hut 
with his eyes more intently fixed on his client'.- advantage 
than on his balance sheet. The minute he starts to choose 
between being a starved artist or a well-fed business getter, 
or has any doubts as to which he would prefer, he had 
better stop being an architect altogether, and become a real
tor, a promoter; or a business man per se. 

I -liould like, of course, to have ihe profession of architec
ture assume leader-hip of the entire building indu-tr>. and 
would even go further than that and have society utilize, 
more generally than it does, the very qualities which I have 
hinted at above in statesmanship and the conduct of affairs. 
I want the profession to go on informing the public of the 
functions which the architect i- fitted, by temperament and 
training, to perform; but always I hope that the architect 
will stress his true function, that is, to design useful and 
beautiful buildings. That is the function that is uniquely and 
peculiarly his, and which cannot be shared by others. 

Society needs the architect as an architect first, not as a 
business man. Architecture as a profession, in my judgment, 
• an only survive if we continue to stress the purely profes
sional and technical qualities which differentiate it from 
other professions or pnsinesseB. This ballyhoo about the 
architect becoming a captain of industry, a financial wizard, 
a sales promoter, a go-getter, or a racketeer is all the bunk. 
The country is already full of adepts in these lines who will 
beat us to it the minute we try to compete with them. Nevet 
fear Sears-Roebuck, the big architectural or engineering cor
porations, the promoting groups, etc. They will all have 
their little hectic day, but I have enough faith in the funda
mental intelligence of the human race to believe that the 
functions of the true architect will continue to be appreci
ated for a long time to come. 
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RALPH ADAMS CRAM, F.A.I.A. 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Your article for PENCIL POINTS is oHe ray of light In dark
ness. Count me in as a charter menihcr of your "Architects' 
Professional League." More strength to >our arm! 

WALTER MELLOR, F.A.I.A. 
Philadvlphui, Pa. 

I have read with a great deal of interest your article, "The 
Upper Ground." I am in sympathy with your stand. 

The more I think, about reforms—whether economic, po
litical, or social the more I am convinced there is only one 
way to obtain them—not through the passage of laivs but 
through education. There are always those who will find a 
way of circumventing laws, but if we can educate the indi
vidual and the public to want certain things or live in a 
certain way we will need few laws. The fewer the laws the 
better. If the same amount of time and money, which we 
spend on passing laws, and then trying to enforce them, 
were spent on educating the people to want those things, 
more would he accomplished. 

Ours is a profession and should remain one. 
The rehabilitation of the profession can only come through 

making the individual members want it to remain a profes
sion. That seems to me to be the problem. Can you do it? 

F. E L L I S JACKSON, F.A.I.A. 
Providence, Rhode Island 

In Mr. Magonigle's challenge to the architectural profes
sion, read recently with keen interest, I was deeply im
pressed by the picture of existing conditions painted by an 
artist gifted in the facile and forceful use of the medium he 
employs. 

And what a picture! 
He has, of course, chosen the view best suited to portray 

the vulnerability of our supposed armour. Let us, however, 
discard protection and expose the naked truth. 

We are living in days when action of any description is 
supposedly an advance—towards what end we do not know. 
Albeit, it is not lethargy. Further, it may be said there was 
probably never a time when words were more numerous, 
more constantly flowing in a stream, the flood of which is 
becoming quite uncontrollable. The modern motto appears 
to be "action so long as there be action; words so long as 
there be words," with the result that confusion reigns su
preme in the minds of many who would welcome a return 
to saner days. 

I cannot fully agree with the criticism of Institute control 
so clearly set forth in certain statements made. This body, 
as such and through its committees, has made every effort 
properly to present our case to the high government author
ities of both the present and previous administrations. Was 
there one better fitted for this Herculean task than Louis La 
Beaume. If so, I do not know him; nor was there one who 
would have given more of himself, his time, and his efforts 
ungrudgingly or to better advantage. To a man we must 
agree that this is so. 

And here let it be said as regards the post of Supervising 
Architect that possibly a lawyer was better fitted for the 
position he held as controlling figure of a large building 
bureau than any one of several able architects might have 
been and that a rear admiral as authority in command of a 
government building program is by no means as out of 
place as is the spectacle of attempting an undertaking of 
such magnitude in a manner calculated to reduce Federal 
architectural developments to the quantity method and 
thereby of necessity employing means comparable to those 
of accepted commercial productive management. It is here 
that we have failed in impressing and driving home our 
salient point. Objection to the qualifications of personnel is 
not so much at issue as is the unsuitability of submitting 

public architecture to bureaucratic control, a comimon 
wrong in premise and impossible of satisfactory execution. 

Our quarrel, I am satisfied, is with qiianlit) trerVDI qual
ity. What then is wrong with our picture that needs imme
diate consideration and correction. Not alone with the mili
tant Magonigle picture of existing conditions, but the pic
ture which each one of us sees as we help paint it day by 
day. One must not forget that we are passing from a world 
of potential cultural background into one of kaleidoscopic 
realism. In it there i> no place for meditation, for orienta
tion and the direct procedure to a goal of satisfying attain
ment. Democracy is in the saddle and one follows in her 
wake or plays a lone hand. For my part I incline toward 
the latter course if choice must be made between these two, 

As a group, and as a profession, we have been urged to 
so enlarge our vision as to make our activities all too em
bracing; to ally ourselves not alone with the world of art 
and kindred endeavors, but to enter as well the field of 
political, social, and economic life. Such course can. I be
lieve, be possible for only a gifted few. 

To our distinct disadvantage, comparative reference has 
been made to the medical profession, and I think quite 
properly, for there is none held in higher esteem. I venture 
to say there is no class in the community that devotes itself 
more closely and more constantly to its chosen vocation 
than its members. It is not expected of them that they go 
beyond the limits of their practice, for in doing that which 
they are called upon to perform they automatically combine 
the social contacts with the professional. So, too, may we 
benefit our communities to a marked degree, not by our so-
called allied activities, hut by our outstanding professional 
fitness and helpfulness and through the medium of furnish
ing sound advice and counsel. By and large, then. I most 
earnestly believe we, as architects, must choose to focus our 
efforts on the devotion of time, study, and research to the 
advancement of our profession, its ideals, its attainments, 
and its opportunities. This course should be charted and 
followed assiduously—not casually, nor in the manner of a 
dilettante practitioner. 

There may be some among us more fitted to act as am
bassadors to a commercialized and hurrying world than are 
the majority. Let us see, though, that we are prepared in
dividually and collectively for the delivery of our trust, 
that we may work to the end of bringing others of our 
countrymen to the belief that with each of the many-sided 
phases of our modern life in the hands of those who best 
understand their workings the sooner can we develop a 
society the advancement of which will further a life of far 
fuller potentialities than those we now enjoy. 

What does one say to an "Architects' Professional League." 
I say "No." 
No more organizations, preferably less—and in reducing 

the number let us make those which do exist more valuable, 
more helpful, more possible of fulfilling their needs and 
producing the results which Mr. Magonigle so ably and 
strikingly brings to our attention. Let us act and think—not 
the former, however, without distinct emphasis on the latter. 

What is needed at the moment above all else is a return 
of prosperity that is not alone economic, but essentially 
spiritual as well. Without this intangible incentive no attain
ment of our aspirations is possible. 

C. HOWARD W A L K E R , F.A.I.A. 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Bravo!! Strength to your elbow. I have fought as I be
lieve you know for years to my deliberate pecuniary disad
vantage for just this thing. 

At several conventions I helped to wreck registrations of 
architects in which any political influence was possible, 
claiming that the honesty and integrity of an architect could 
only be judged by his peers and that examiners other than 
architects were untrained and unqualified to judge of the 
architect's chief quality -that of design, plan included. 
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In speaking to one large engineering state college, I wa< 
welcomed b> a demand for cheer* as "he is an engineer" 
and m> instant response was "Thank God, I am nol! That 
demand- an explanation and no apology. What you have 
done with your broad opportunities deserves all praise, bill 
you are children and cripples. Answer me one question 
only: Have von ever done more than support a load, -pan a 
void, ami keep extraneous materials out of a hole? There 
should be a plus quantity and quality to that merely utili
tarian duty, which is the design and inspiration causing 
befttlty, i-e., architecture." 

Aiding the New York men, I helped to prevent -tit.- inlii 
leetl from becoming members of the A.I.A. and on receiv
ing a dossier to be signed by me from the Boston Society of 
Architects, agreeing to a feeble attitude to client-. o-ten-iblv 
to further building, I declined, wrote that we were not Yogis 
with begging bowls, and—being just out of a hospital and 
unable to attend the last convention — I arranged that if the 
matter was brought to the notice of the convention my letter 
should he read in opposition. It was not introduced. I have 
little use for codes and none for charts which are post
mortems—not propheci.-. 

The best compliment I ever received was from Zantzinger, 
10 whom I -aid I knew why I had been made a Doctor of 
I ini \rt- by Penn. and that it was because of the affection 
of my friends and he said, "No, it is what you have stood 
for." I stand as I always have stood. Architecture is a very-
noble profession, the ignorance of which, even in its own 
rank-, tlot s no credit to their intelligence. If I can be i i -nl 
in Ml] way. let me loo-e. 

JAMES k F L L U M SMITH, A.I.A. 
Of the firm of McKim, Mead & While, New York 

I have read with much interest your recent article in 
P| \< n Potr?T8. Even before the depression, it was apparent. 
I think, that our profession was fast approaching a situation 
in which the architect was tending to become a hireling of 
real estate interests, of industry, or of government. The di--
(re--ing conditions of the last few years appear to have H 
celerated this process. How much this state of affairs has 
been brought about by the attitude of the architects them-
-el\e- and how much it is a reflection of the temper of the 
time-, it i- difficult to say. But it will lead inevitably to the 
degradation of the art of architecture in this country, unless 
it is ednrected and the architect again assured of an inde
pendent, respected professional status. If this can be accom-
pli-hed from within the profession as you suggest, so much 
the better. I hope so. But in any case you have done a fine 
service to the profession by focussing attention upon the 
issue. 

LOUIS STEVENS, F.A.I. \ . 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

I have carefully read Mr. Magonigle's open letter to the 
architects of t h e United M a t e - in t h e November issue of 
PENCIL POINTS and feel that he has presented for our del.•> -
I .it ion what We have, many of us, been perhaps more or l e - -
< on-. ioiis of for some time a fairly accurate picture of the 
- t . i t u - of the profession, broadly speaking, at the present day. 

Perhaps he has not. however, satisfactorily accounted for 
the existence of this state of affairs toward which we have 
either gravitated or been pushed over a long period. Cer
tainly the considerable body of men at present identified as 
the architectural profession, overcrowded as it is and cover
ing such a vast range of professional, intellectual, and a*s-
thetic qualifications as it does, is, by reason of these very-
facts, measurably- to blame; its leadership, too, cannot es
cape its share of responsibility. Nor can the public, includ
ing that changing part which from time to time is distin-
gabbed, to no good purpose, by the title of "Government." 
since through sheer ignorance no appreciable portion of the 

same is capable of recognizing for itself just what architects 
should do or should be. 

Possibly, too, the great issue of the hour, if any, so far as 
the profession i- .unreined, might seem to be a sort of re
habilitation, not in order to retore but rather, let us say, to 
establish the confidence of public and government in it as 
professional men. Such establishment can only be perma
nently brought about and maintained by achievement and 
not by assertion; and it seems to this writer that because of 
the prevalence of the conditions which Mr. Magonigle rec
ognized, it will not be difficult—it will be practically impos
sible at present. While assertion seems to he continually 
striving to attain heights never before reached, achievement 
is visibly at its lowest level in the known history of the 
world. 

Architects, as a profession, will never be able to hold that 
position in the world which they fondly assert to be theirs, 
until they can establish and preserve for themselves that dis
tinction which belongs to them alone us professional men 
practicing architecture as a fine art and in a professional 
wa> 'oh, of course, with all the other and usual ordinary-
requisites of professional men, including common sense). 
The title "architect" does not properly belong to those who 
are merely engaged in building and who, while possessed of 
sufficient skill in all practical matters and of unquestioned 
mental endowments, know but little of architecture as a 
fine art or possibly even what constitutes a fine art at all for 
that matter and who therefore lack the one requisite abil
ity—which they are unable to avoid demonstrating—that of 
being able to achieve beauty in terms of building construc
tion. Laugh at this if you will, but such beauty has been an 
acknowledged accomplishment throughout the ages and is 
still visible here and there today, in vastly diminished quan-
tities, if one is able to identify it. 

How this desired rehabilitation of the profession can be 
brought about I do not know. Further than that only archi
tects can do it. But so long as the present great catastrophe, 
the TOTAL D E C A Y OF BEASON, prevails throughout the 
land, just so surely will follow the final destruction of the 
profession as Mr. Magonigle foresees. 

B. J . BANEY, ARCHITECT 
Kansas City, Missouri 

History reveals that the decline of aristocracy (repre
sented by the Bourbons, the Hapsburgs, et al) was brought 
about after they had pridefully reached the pinnacle of pow
er, security, and success. If affairs of slate did not function 
to suit them, they would withdraw unto themselves and let 
the rest of the world "go to pot." But they still cultivated 
the "shrub of quality," in this state of egotistical isolation, 
to such refinement and perfection it eventually became 
anaemic and finally withered and died. 

A parallel might be noted in the rase of our own Aristo
crats of Architecture: who, safe and secure in their position 
of success 1 reached, no doubt, through their own genius and 
effort), have withdrawn into their little shells, forgetting or 
ignoring the fact that there are other profe ssions, crafts, and 
businesses in existence without the support of which they 
would long ago have perished. 

Then, too, it is obvious, even to a "dumb" lav man, that an 
architectural geuiu- Kin create "the greatest masterpiece"; 
but. unless he is of the world, financially, industrially, and 
professionally, somewhat an integral part, his masterpiece 
will still be hidden "under a bushel" of other masterpieces. 

As a matter of fact, every architect and his "second cous
in" knows that architecture, today, is the sick man of the 
arts. Among a few of his many ailments might be men
tioned: partial paralysis (too much self back patting), very 
bad eyesight (can't see the other fellow's "stuff"), and last, 
but not least, he is suffering from malnutrition, bordering 
on starvation. Yes, literally, starvation! He i- actually starv
ing because 75 per cent of the profession "who are not gen-
iu-e- nor have reached the rarer stratosphere I are depend-
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ent on llic small house and other small type luiihling dr-i^n 
for their actual daily sustenance. Kight now there uain*f* no 
small houses or huihlings heiug huilt or, at most, very few. 
Should there, hy chance, happen to he need for a small-
house design, the Small-house Bureaux (perhaps counte
nanced hy the Institute) snatch the very hread from the 
architect's mouth—if he is not very, very alert. 

Other |ii-»»!•• — •(»••-. like the medical and legal, ili-pcnd to 
a great extent on a powerful national or local organization 
to see that the rank and file of their respective crafts ohlaiu 
justice and have their rights respected. Likewise, the rank 
and file of the architectural profession have relied on their 
national organization (the Institute) to act for them. // that 
organization has stood up in the councils of the political, 
husiness, and professional world and demanded that the 
rank and file of their little army he rendered the things that 
are Caesar's in the name of architecture, then all is well and 
good. If they have not done this (you know whether or not 
they have), then we will have to look around for a new-
architectural Moses to lead us into the promised land of 
architectural heauty and plenty—the land of our dreams— 
or else crawl hack into our little shell and let the ohl pro
fession go straight to . 

DONALD W. SOUTHGATE, A.LA. 
Nashville, Tenn. 

Your article has aroused me to give expression to thoughts 
which have long been maturing in my mind but which I 
have not attempted to crystallize into the written word for 
luck of satisfactory outlet. 

I have read your article with great interest and while I 
agree with you in parts of your comprehensive survey, I dis
agree in other parts. 

I agree with you that the architect is no more a part of 
the building industry as an industry than the doctor is a 
part of the great drug industry as an industry, or the lawyer 
a part of the great law-book-printing industry and I am 
sorry we ever got into the great swivet of attempting to set 
up a code for ourselves under the specious plea that we are 
a part of the building industry. We could have advised our 
friends in the industry and have been of just as much help 
to them as we have been, just as we do advise and counsel 
with them every day in our ordinary affairs and we would 
have been in better position now had we gone that far and 
no farther. 

I disagree with you, however, as to the correct method of 
asserting our rights to Federal work. 

Before explaining just wherein I disagree, let me say first 
that I sometimes think that the scarcity of private work, to
gether with the greater-than-normal amount of Federal 
work, has rather tended to focus our attention as architects 
on the Federal work to a degree which has exaggerated our 
perspective. There is, after all, not enough Federal work to 
support the profession, even if it were distributed. 

What we need is a restoration of private work. Raving 
about the modus operandi of handling Federal work, or 
even finding a solution, will not of itself fill the greater void 
in our needs—that of finding normal employment in private 
work. 

I offer no solution for the filling of the void in private 
work. In fact, I sometimes despair of a solution when I 
realize how many of us lived on it in the twenties; when I 
realize how, in conjunction with bond-mortgage salesmen, 
we persuaded the country to overbuild; and when I realize 
that we are no longer a young and pioneering country, hut 
that we have come of age in America and must perforce 
settle down now to a more closely knit economy. 

The deepest justification for building in this country has 
been the factor of constant increase in population. But this 
has now become a story of the past. The population will not 
increase as it has in the face of restricted immigration and 
a lowering birth rate. Read James Thruslow Adams' "Epic 
of America." The frontier is closed. 

Replacement of obsolete structures may help in the fu
ture; I hope it will, but buildings do not wear out like 
shoes and clothing and many tenant- seem to prefer old 
buildings because of their cheap rentals. 

But. to get back to the matter of employment on Federal 
iTOrk, I wish to state that no voice or pen has come to lin
ear or eye which has had the courage to touch on the real 
caUsfi which I believe lies back of the executive order of 
revocation of the famous "greater than $60,000 project" pol
icy of employment. 

No one has apparently had the courage to admit that the 
greater bulk of projects designed by private architects under 
the Hoover regime and prior to the Roosevelt revocation 
were mediocre and no better in design than the Treasury 
Department could have turned out, had the Department 
been of a mind to "go modern" and try out all sorts of 
mechanistic stunts. True, the Department is hound to have 
consented to these designs, but they certainly put us in a 
hole, as a profession, when they did. They fed us the prover
bial rope and we hanged ourselves if all the designs are as 
poor as those I've seen. 

What is the reason for all this mediocre work? Who are 
the men who designed these buildings? Had you ever be
fore heard of most of these architects? What went wrong 
with those you had heard of and would have expected bet
ter of? How did they get their appointments? Who finally 
named the architect in each particular locality? Was he se
lected by his local Congressman or hy the Republican Na
tional Committeeman for that particular state? (I say Re
publican because all of that work was given out under the 
Hoover regime and I am, therefore, historically correct.) 
What does a Congressman know about an architect? I That 
he would care to tell.) What does a National Committeeman 
of a political party know about an architect? 

If we can find the answers to these questions I believe we 
may find the reason for the executive order. 

And if the final answer is in the fact that in the political 
scramble for those appointments which were made, we only 
made impotent monkeys of ourselves in the eyes of the Con
gressmen and Committeemen who made those appointments, 
can we then blame those politically minded gentlemen for 
wanting to "get out from under"? 

Since there are too few of us to exert any political pres
sure as a body; can you blame these gentlemen for wishing 
to get rid of the annoyance of being importuned by us as 
individuals or small groups? 

And did we importune 'em? We went after each Congress
man, each time a job was to be given out, like a lot of mos
quitoes and collectively we left the impression on Congress 
that we belong in about such a category. Monkeys or mos
quitoes—harmless as a group, but d d annoying. 

If you are in favor of asking the Congressmen again to 
subject themselves to all of this pesky annoyance (as they 
are bound to view it) and of subjugating ourselves again to 
the humiliation of having to go through repeatedly with just 
such mad scrambles to become recipients of appointments of 
such dubious financial profit, then I, for one, am opposed to 
the restoration and would favor letting the revocation stand. 

On the other hand, if you are in favor of restoring the old 
competition method of selecting architects which was the 
method used for a short while by the Government; or if 
you are in favor of some similar method which can elimi
nate the common politics which crept into this last go round 
—then I say "more power to you." 

For common politics there was and mediocre work there 
was—plenty of both; and let us not fool ourselves into 
thinking that the author of the executive order doesn't 
know it! 

There is no need of any new league or any other illusion-
ary panacea for our ills. Let us take what we have in the 
staunch old A.I.A., be frank with ourselves about the miser
able politirs we attempted to practice, set the course on a 
policy we can follow with pride, and go to the Federal au
thorities with a plan of selection designed to prove merit. 
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GORDON A L L E N , A.I.A. 
Boston, Massachusetts 

Mr. Magonigle has put the ease well. I am one of the 
many who have to answer "Nothing" to all his questions: 
"What have you done ahout it ?" "What are you doing about 
it?" and (very likely) to "What are you going to do about 
it .'" As in a good many other rases my talents, if any, do 
not include the art of persuading any one to do anything, 
but that does not mean I am not enthusiastic on behalf of 
all Mr. Magonigle wants, and that I will not help all I ran. 

Normally we might expect the A.I.A. to guard our inter
ests, but it seems they are unable to do so. Perhaps what we 
need is (God save tin- mark I more Publicity! The public 
knows in a general way what doctors do and what lawyers 
do, but hasn't the foggiest notion of what an architect's job 
is or how he does it. Education of the public is a big order 
and can only be done slowly; but if the subject of what is 
being done to us in Washington could be aired in some pub
lication with a big circulation, such as Time, the present 
situation might become more generally known. 

With a lawyer for Supervising Architect and a Rear Ad
miral in charge of the government building program, per
haps we ought to start the Professional League with Clar
ence Darrow as president and General Pershing as Secretary, 
and beat them at their own game. 

More power to Mr. Magonigle, and success to his efforts. 

HENRY K. HOLSMAN, F.A.I.A. 
Chicago, Illinois 

Responding to Mr. Magonigle'.- martyrdom, may I say, 
The architectural profession, if there is one, seems to be 
floundering in a fog. 

Formerly, if "a gentleman and a scholar" gave dinners and 
halls, designed episodes and shaped e\ents. then imported 
archeology and directed the building of "mansions" and 
colleges, we acclaimed him architect and his archaeology, 
taste. 

Lately, if an engineer or lawyer, with tracers and drafts
men, subcontractors and craftsmen, creates a good building 
we disown him as an architect and call him usurper, though 
we did not go after the job and he did. 

In youth, the student is fed on illusions and his egoism is 
expanded by retouchers and tutors. When duly diplomatized, 
licensed, and institutionalized he is an architect. 

He gets a humble house to build and fumbles it. He wants 
a commission, not a job—a patron, not an owner—a monu
ment, not p jui!ding to build. 

In old age, tie sulks—there is no taste, no scholarship, no 
architecture—all is Economy, Sociology, Finance—no wholly 
high-batted profession, only business in the world! 

If an architectural profession is to arrive and stay in this 
land of the free and equal, it must mix its glamorous dreams 
with some homely common sense. It must stop strutting, 
bickering, backbiting and whining about who is who. 

Each man must get the good ingredients in his guts and 
go out and get the job, unashamed, then do it right, within 
the everlasting limits of Economy, Sociology, and Finance 
and under the ever-changing whims, contrarieties, and per
versities of human nature. 

A L F R E D W. REA, A.I.A., AND CHARLES E . GARSTANG 
Los Angeles, California 

We desire to commend you for your letter in the Novem
ber number and to say that it voices our sentiments in the 
matter. It is certainly time that some definite move is made 
to turn the rising tide that is swamping the boat in which 
we, as a profession, are trying to ride out the storm that is 
upon us. They tell us that it is poor policy to change pilots 
in limes of stress; yet if it had not been for Grant, there 
never would have been an Appomattox. 

Not only is the national government embarking upon the 
biggest era of building in it- history and bundling all the 

architeclural work itself, but practically every state in the 
Union, every county and city of any size, is now doing the 
same thing. This has naturally led school boards, bank-, 
utility companies, moving picture companies, and even large 
manufacturing concerns to undertake the same sort of work, 
until there is little left for the legitimate architect, while 
the universities turn them out in still greater number-. 

If the profession is to survive the deluge, it i< time that 
some stand is taken against it. 

GOLDWIN GOLDSMITH, F.A.I .V 
Austin, Texas 

A little group here in Texas was awake before you cried 
"Wake up." You have never heard of the Austin Branch of 
the West Texas Chapter. It consists of four architects, three 
teachers and one combination of both. In addition we had 
two Juniors of the Institute. 

This fall we woke up at a preliminary meeting in Septem
ber. In October we had two more Institute members and two 
more Juniors. In November we held a meeting to which we 
invited all of the alphabetic New Deal employees in archi
tectural and landscape work and the upper draftsmen of the 
offices, and met twenty-six strong. 

We repeated this in December with a few new-comers. We 
are laying plans to raise the status of the architect locally at 
least. We have started to "clean house" locally. We believe 
that we must begin with ourselves before attempting to clean 
house higher up. 

If your "foray" in criticism, for it is that, rather than 
"essay," does wake up the architects I hope it will lead them 
to clean house at home first. We deserve the leaders we get 
and we will not have better leaders until we deserve them. 
It wiU be easy for many architects to follow the national po
litical custom of throwing out the "ins" because the "ins" 
haven't prevented the architectural depression. But I believe 
the leaders have been ineffectual because the followers have 
not followed them. Or if the leaders took the wrong road, 
where was the protest from the rank and file? 

Not until your clarion voice was heard has there been 
any articulate protest. We have all been too busy trying to 
"get ours," having seen how others crowded the trough. 

Is not the real trouble a universal selfishness? The few 
who have tried to point a better way have been cried down 
by others. They have let mistaken selfish considerations con
trol their judgment. 

I sincerely hope that to your two appeals "Wake up" and 
"Clean up," you will add a third. "Brace up." 

GEORGE S. K O Y L , A.I.A. 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

Your very frank appraisal of the profession is a worthy 
effort to bring the architects of the country to the realiza
tion of the dangers which confront the profession. 

The officers of the Institute have made a noble effort 
against extremely great odds to bring about in the adminis
tration at Washington the realization of the function of an 
architect and his professional relation to society. It is quite 
possible that they have compromised, but I am certain, after 
attending the convention in Washington, that the difficulties 
have been numerous, especially in view of the attitude of 
the Secretary of the Interior toward architects in general. I 
do think with the passing of the emergency that the profes
sion will be as strong, or perhaps stronger than ever because 
of its attitude of cooperation with the building industry and 
its offer of assistance to the government, although these have 
been systematically refused for various reasons, some of 
them not complimentary to the individual members of the 
profession who have been employed in the past on govern
ment work. I am, however, in complete accord with the 
spirit of your article and believe that the profession will 
suffer if it continues to compromise with those theories of 
business which tend to destroy its professional character. 
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W R O U G H T 
M E T A L W O R K 
11—Fireplace Equipment 

By B E R N A R D H E A T H E R L E Y 

Til E destructive foolishness, into which every 
era is betrayed hy assuming current thought to he 
necessarily superior to that preceding it, was evi
dent at the inception of central heating hy whole
sale dismantling and neglect of the fireplace. 
T h e return to favor of the fireplace is shown hy 
the frequency of its inclusion in new work, the 
restoration of old, disused hearths, and the pro
vision for open fires even in such huildings whose 
conception springs from thoughts entirely at vari
ance with the romantic associations of the fire
place. T h i s indicates that it satisfies some univer
sal instinct that neither needs explanation nor is 
l ikely to disappear from human character. T h e im
portance of the fireplace realized—often making 
it the dominating feature of a room—we should 
extend to its adjuncts the heauty we try to impart 
to the mantel, surround, hearth, etc. T h i s was in
stinctively done in the past and the fact that the 
open fire was used for cooking as well as for gen
eral heating has given us a legacy of many lovely 
as well as practical wrought objects. 

T h e most important of such pieces prohahly 
are the andirons or firedogs. History again points 
the way of logic for us i n the design of these 
things. Serving original ly only to raise the fuel 
from the hearth so as to permit a draft to the fire 
and to prevent logs from rolling, they developed 
into cooking accessories, with baskets and hooks 
to hold utensils and various kinds of spits. T h e 
evolution of the ki tchen as a separate entity ren
dered unnecessary the eooking attachments on 
andirons for the l iving ehainhers and the typical 
andiron shaft became more and more purely deco
rative. T h e present general use of andirons in
cludes no cooking requirements and we should de
sign them accordingly. About the simplest design 
possible would be real ized by bending the two 
ends of a bar at 9 0 ° and splitting one of those 
ends so as to give a total of three points of sup
port. Most of us, however, prefer less ascetic things 
about us (even though the pocket would impose 
them) and from this bare necessity we have a 
limitless choice in the various degrees of richnpss. 

' »n. form of decoration to be shunned i- that 
which gives the impression that andirons are mov
able things and provides them with handles 
sometimes more l ike door knockers. Another kiml 
of andiron, which has surprisingly gained favor, 
must have been conceived hy a mind in which 
"massive" was synonymous with "good."' It approx
imates vaguely the general form of certain fine old 
heavy cast firedogs, but proves to be light in 
weight being built up of sheet metal and, of course, 
hammer-marked. Whi l e it is desirable to study the 
design of andirons in relation to the fireplace they 
wi l l serve, there is a quite large range of possi
bilities in good proportion of andiron to fireplace 
opening. It is wise not to make them so high as to 
be obstructive to refueling the fire. Andirons 
usually look best if they do not project beyond 
the face of the opening—if this would mean shap
ing the firescreen to straddle them. 

T h e f u l l development of the grate did not come 
unti l coal was in fairly general use and it was more 
often cast than wrought. These were, however, 
rudimentary grates in very early times and the 
type that holds horizontal rods, stretching from 
dog to dog and supported by hooks on the vertical 
shafts, is good today for the man who likes to 
build his fire high. T h e firehack is best in cast 
iron, as ordinary sheet metal would be too thin to 
withstand the heat of the fire without buckling. 

T h e firescreen is of great importance—especially 
as we seldom use masonry floors, but carry wood 
floors and carpets right up to the hearth. T h e r e 
are two primary mental approaches to the design 
of . a screen although a middle course is often 
taken. One requires that whi le preventing sparks 
from leaving the fireplace, the screen be incon
spicuous so that the fire may not be obscured. V 
light frame, approximating the size of the opening, 
may be fitted with metal screening somewhat 
coarser than fly screening to effect this. It is ad
visable to use screening of non-corrosive metal as 
iron wires so light are vulnerable to corrosion. 
Nothing can be said against good commercially 
manufactured screening for this purpose and the 
non-corrosive material may easily be darkened if 
desired. T h e other main mental approach to the 
firescreen regards the fire as a pleasing hack-
ground for a fine piece of metalwork. In tttia case 
the screen may be regarded as a grille and treated 
witli infinite variety. It, too, must be backed with 
screening and in all eases this screening should be 
secured to a secondary frame which is. in turn, 
screwed to the main frame. E v e n though immune 
from corrosion, screening sometimes beconie-
hroken and replacement should be thus facilitated. 
Unl ike andirons, most screens must he considered 
as movable objects (for fire kindl ing and re
plenishing, ash removal, toasting, etc. Many people 
l ike the fire quite open except when it is unat
tended). Therefore it i - good to provide screens 
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with handles. A number of iron screens have been 
crit icized as excessively weighty, making their re
moval a difficult achievement. There is no need to 
merit this crit icism which can be avoided with
out practicing the flimsy, chickenwire const ruc
tion so evident in many commercial ly made fire
screens. One type requiring considerable weight is 
that which stands free of the fireplace on legs of 
its own and may be so placed that the fire is 
reached without its removal. Whether a firescreen 
shal l just fit the fireplace opening, be straight with 
supporting legs, be curved, or sha l l fold, are 
matters subject to personal taste and the style of 
the fireplace itself. I n the case of folding screens, 
the hinges are open to the considerations applying 
to al l hinges. Wrought firescreens may involve all 
the wrought and forging processes discussed. 

F r o m the uti l i tarian point of view, the fork 
must take first place among the fire tools. Its de
sign is largely controlled by the size of the fire
place and fuel . It may be very small or may have 
to be long enough to work on the fire from a 
comfortable distance. I n general, the log fork is 
of two tines for pushing and poking and fre
quently has a spur behind for pull ing logs. Those 
who succumb to the fascination of keeping a fire 
burning brightly, re-arranging the brands as they 
burn through and bringing fresh spurts of flame 
from seemingly extinguished logs, know the im
portance of balance in a fork. Besides the log fork, 
there are various kinds of toasting forks which 
eau be marvels of delicacy and grace. There is 
ample precedent for such pieces owing to their 
cul inary origin ami if to some they seem to carry 
an amount of ornament excessive for practical use, 
one has only to remember the deftness which was 
necessary in other days, and which can still be ac
quired, in the management of many desirable un-
necessaries. T h e r e are times when the fork cannot 
quite manage the logs and then the tongs become 
necessary. Exper ience shows the spring type as 
preferable to some pivoted types, being easier to 
use, and owing to the latter's propensity to pinch 
the hand. I t is wel l to have the log-gripping por
tions roughed up or pointed for efficient use. T h e 
virtues implic i t in a clean hearth have so long 
been recognized that the hearth broom is a very 
necessary piece of equipment. There is little prec
edent for its use with metal, hut a head of 
bristles may very nicely be devised on a metal 
-haft. I n the above three tools we have the making 
of a "set" if such is desired, which may rest in a 
standard or against hooks in the fireplace front, 
or they may, of course, be of diverse designs. I f 
they do not hang clear of the hearth, it is well to 
provide a metal plate for the tools to set on so as 
to avoid scratching marble or other hearth mate
r ia l . T h e shovel and poker are not generally used 
with a wood fire, just as the fork and broom are 
superfluous for the coal fire. L o g baskets lend 

themselves admirably to making in wrought metals 
ami a good starting point for their design is pro
vided by some of the old squarish braziers. These 
were often on wheels which arrangement may 
recommend itself to some for a log basket. O r the 
piece may take the form of a rack, may be merely 
a bent sheet of metal on a frame, or quite intricate 
grille work. T h e foregoing comprise the principal 
needs of the fireplace. T h e many other accessories 
—bellows, trivets, fire-lighters, fenders, metal sur
rounds in place of br ick, stone, or marble, e tc .—are 
necessary or not according to individual opinion. 

T h e mention of screws in connection with fire
screens and elsewTiere in these writings suggests 
consideration of their legitimate use in hand 
wrought work. Of course the screw principle is of 
very ancient origin and we can lind ample justifi
cation for the use of screws if we depend on prec
edent alone. Nevertheless there is that about the 
stock screw which stamps it for what it is—a me
chanical product of mechanical process—which 
is nothing against the screw itself but is some
what incompatible with hand wrought work. T o 
talk of hand made screws would be ridiculous and 
it would be improper to ask any client to pay for 
them. Also, in the case of the screw, let us 
acknowledge that the mechanical product is better 
—is one of those things that should be made by 
machine. F r o m the craftsman's point of view, a 
screw is not as strong as some other methods he 
uses to jo in work. T h e very virtue in a screw that 
it can be withdrawn is one point of weakness. But . 
as in the case of the firescreen secondary frame, 
the craftsman must make use of this very faculty. 
Therefore, we may establish that the screw is used 
legitimately where it functions better than any
thing else would in a given case. Further examples 
of this show i n the use of expansion anil toggle 
bolts and in attaching work in positions where 
neither welding or riveting is practicable. B u t the 
screwing of balusters to a handrai l , the screwing 
together of scrolls in gril le work, the screwing 
of a lamp base to its shaft—these are illegitimate 
and poor uses of screws. T h e craftsman can, then, 
on occasion feel thankfu l for the screw's exist
ence from the pract ical point of view, but this 
does not settle its v isual aspect—-its greatest of
fence. T h e matter can be satisfactorily dealt with 
in some cases, as in the example shown for a gate 
frame in Art ic le 2 (Ju ly , 19331 where a bolt was 
screwed into a horizontal member and headed 
over into a squarish countersinking on the vertical 
member it jo ined. T h i s both prevented with
drawal and gave a good appearance. T h e worst 
visual offender is the flat countersunk head and if 
forced into using it one can do little about it. 
T h e round head and filister head are both better 
looking and the screw driver slot may be turned to 
some decorative purpose by making cuts across it 
or by punching a few holes in the screw head. 
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A F R I E N D L Y B U T 
HONEST CRITICISM 
Of Two Competition Designs 
By W. P O P E B A R N E Y , A. L A. 

EDITOR'S NOTE:—Included among the 117d designs submitted 
in the PENCIL POINTS-F/O/ Glass Industry Competition there 
were several done in the "functional" manner that stood out 
hum all the other "modern" designs and attracted special 
attention from the judges. Although these designs were not 
given any prizes or mentions, some of the members of the 
mr\ of award suggested that it might be helpful u> publish 
one or two of them together with critical comments. We 
therefore present, on the next two pages, two drawings se
lected as the best of the "functional" school and upon which 
Mr. Harney comments in a spirit of friendly helpfulness. 

I T would seem to the writer that a saue inodern-
i-ni which we al l really desire—should and does 
start with a merciless logic in its approach to a so
lution. I f it hasn't that, it really hasn't much to 
commend it other than perhaps a new and startling 
dress to exhihit in the architectural fashion show. 
Saving, however, achieved a splendidly logical so
lution, its esthetic expression is a matter of per
sonal predilection. It would seem that the real 
designer should he free from prejudice either for 
or against old forms and that he should rather 
Strive sincerely for forms that are significant and 
pertinent to his hasic idea and beautiful to the 
eyes of at least a few others besides himself. 

T h e modern designs in the recent P E N C I L P O I N T S 
competition, to the outspoken regret of some of the 
members of the j u r y — a n d the secret regret, it is 
suspected, of all the members of the j u r y — d i d not 
reach the goal above outl ined. 

T h e designs on the following two pages are rep
resentative of several hundred of a similar nature. 
With all apologies to their authors, the writer 
would like to say that i n h is opinion they show 
modernism as it is a l l too frequently practiced 
where considerable good sense as well as nonsense 
are mixed together. 

Vs evidence of GOOD S E N S E . Design No. I shows: 

1. A fine logic in placing the building on the lot. 
giving a maximum of garden to the South. 

2. \ n extraordinary simplicity of conception in 
the placing of the two glass-walled rooms in the 
angle of wing walls which give privacy to the 
entrance of both guests and tradesmen. 

3. T h e stark nakedness of the main entrance has a 
distinction which many structures clothed with 
historic fancy dress fai l ultimately to achieve 

4. There is a nicely felt exterior segregation of the 
functions, unusual in a one-story house. 

Under points of N O N S E N S E . I would enumerate: 
1. T h e structural absurdity and visual undesirabil-

ity of wing walls of the width shown in plans 
and perspective particularly when the material 
is indicated as some form of masonry unit. 

2. A sun terrace beside the masters bedrooms 
which is screened i r o n i the southern sun all day 
and from the morning sun up to 11 o'clock and 
from the afternoon sun after 1 o'clock. 

>. Garden entrance to the minor bedrooms when 
the garden has so little indication that it would 
be either charming or private. 

I. T h e round-ended bathroom. 
5. T h e placing of a fireplace immediately adjacent 

to the entrance door. 
6. The obvious difficulties which the owner wi l l 

encounter in getting his automobile under cover 
and the resulting inconvenience of the delivery 
of supplies to the kitchen where a tradesman is 
asked to run down to the bottom of a h i l l in 
order to cl imb hack up^stepi to the pantry. 

T h e writer feels a respect for the effort to con
tribute something fresh in the evolution of a resi
dence on a corner lot and he believes that a con
tribution has been made in the suggestion of the 
glass box iit the angle of the walls, hut at the same 
time he feels that there is a perversencss in disre
garding, or else an ignorance of, so many elements 
that must be mastered before distinguished archi
tecture is possible. 

As evidence of G O O D S E N S E . Design No. 2 shows: 
1. A n intelligent placing of the house on the lot. 
2. An interesting division of dining room and liv

ing room. 
3. A fairly economical and well-lighted hal l on the 

second floor. 
4. T h e creation of sun terraces outside bedrooms. 

Under points of N O N S E N S E , I would list: 
1. T h e lack of solution for the incoming kitchen 

supplies. T h e y are either brought through the 
garage or under the windows of the guest room 
to the front door. 

2. T h e wing wall which comes out to give privacy 
to the l iving room when glass walls and plant
ing give little indication of the owners desire 
for such an old-fashioned virtue. 

3. T h e guest room and bath immediately off the 
entrance terrace. 

4. T h e glass-walled ami questionably ventilated 
maid's hath has a window passed b\ I radesmen. 

5. A structural framing for the second floor which 
would tax the ingenuity of any engineer. 

6. A n indecision as to whether a sun porch should 
have an iron rai l or a masonry parapet. 

7. L a c k of conviction as to the desirable lighting 
of bathrooms and the shape of closets. 

Again the writer would praise the designer for 
his effort to find a fresh solution, but would recom
mend that he be as unsparing in the crit icism of 
his own work as he very evidently is in his criti
cism of tried forms and usual construction. 
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Design by Jan 4. Ruthenberg and IT illiam T. Priestley. Jr.. for a House on a northeast corner lot 
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Design by Robert M. Wagner for a Residence on a northeast corner lot. See critical article on page 27 
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Design by Richard Banks Thomas for a Residence on a corner lot. Printed to satisfy curiosity of readers 
of Mr. Thomas' article discussing the PP-FGI Competition on page 14 of our October, 1934, issue 
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BREAKING INTO 
T H E M O V I E S 
A Harbor of Refuge for Some Califor
nia Architects During the Depression 

By E L M E R G R E Y , F . A . L A . 

- A . Y E A R or so ago when the depression b e g a n 

to take on the aspects of a long drawn out affair 
and the debit side of my office ledger showed, 
month after month, an excess over the credit side, 
I began to wonder whether there was anything be« 
6ides architecture that I could turn my hand to 
in order to make both ends meet. T o change vo
cations at the age of sixty-three was not a pleasant 
prospect—but neither was a mortgage on the home 
or loans on life insurance policies! 

A n inventory of my resources of ability, expe
rience, etc., and of the possible places wdiere these 
could be put to use turned m y gaze toward the 
moving picture studios. These were at least busy, 
ami I knew that they contained "art departments"" 
devoted to the designing and construction of 
"sets,"" some of which latter are more or less archi
tectural in character and form the backgrounds of 
pictures. I knew that these art departments were 
headed hy "art directors," who preferably were 
men of artistic ability, widely traveled and pos
sessed of some dramatic sense. I reflected that I 
had been something of a globe-trotter myself, that 
a good part of my life had been spent in trying 
to absorb the beauties of the world, and that one 
of my weaknesses had always been that I l iked to 
dramatize situations in which 1 found myself! 
\\ h\ might I not qua l i fy? I decided to try. 

One of my friends who had been an able art 
director years before, when moving pictures first 
came into being, advised me to aim high, on the 
score that to start at the bottom would make it 
too hard to work up. But I soon found that that 
ddvice was of questionable timeline--. Moving pic
ture! had changed considerably since he had been 
in them, and sound pictures particularly had 
made their technique quite different. I found that 
most employers now require some familiarity with 
modern picture technique as a prerequisite of 
employment. 

But . not knowing that, at first I aimed directly 
at an assistant art director's position, and my first 
try was at the Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer studio. T h e 

M.G.M. . as it is commonly called, consists of a 
square block or more of frame buildings thrown 
together without any apparent plan and in ways 
which the rapid growth of the industry and its 
consequent emergencies doubtless made necessary. 
T h i s miniature village, called the "lot," is inter
sected in places by narrow streets and one's first 
visit to it is interesting because of the varied l ife 
to he seen there. Men and girls with makeup on 
their faces and in heterogeneous costumes are 
much in evidence. Joan Crawford passed in an 
open roadster. Johnny Weismul ler was talking to 
a group. One girl without makeup on but with a 
much he-freckled face whom I passed but did not 
recognise* I was told was Kathar ine Hepburn. 

My letter of introduction was to Mr. Cedr ic 
(ribbons, the well-known art director, hut he was 
directing at the time so I was asked to meet M r . 
F r e d Hope, another art director, instead. Mr. Hone 
happened to be fami l iar with my work and made 
things very pleasant. H e took me out to see one 
of the sets then building, that used in "When 
Ladies Meet." I t consistetl of two sides, the roof, 
alid part of the interior of an attractive Engl i sh 
cottage and I was amazed at the degree of comple
tion to which some of these sets are carried, even 
though made for temporary use. T h i s one had 
tiles on the roof made of some perishable mate
rial , but tin gutters hail been installed neverthe
less and even downspouts—and all this inside of 
a roofed and sound-proofed building! I inquired 
why the necessity of the gutters and downspouts 
and was told that they might some day wish to 
move the set outdoors, in wh ich case moderate 
precautions against rain would be desirable. O n 
the interior, the drapes, rugs, and hardware were 
all genuine and of the best material . T h e trunk 
of a real sycamore tree formed part of the compo
sition outside, although the branches and leaves 
were artificially supplied. R e a l tile was used for 
paving the court, but the grass growing in its 
joints was of some dyed stuff l ike excelsior. I 
learned some of the nomenclature and technique 
of moving pictures at this time. A "wild wal l" is 
one that has been so constructed as to be easily 
removable, so the camera can shoot through the 
space thus made available. T h e opposite sides of 
a room are often not paral le l , to afford a wider 
scope for the camera's lens, the lack of parallelism 
not being noticeable on the screen. Mouldings 
which it is desired to have register definitely are 
detailed with very pronounced projections. Dur
ing this visit I also passed through the large draft
ing room, where I found two of my architect ac
quaintances and where two others introduced 
themselves as members of our profession. 

Mr. Hope, who seemed at the time to be much 
overworked, said that he would like to be able 
to break me in to relieve himself. He thought he 
could leave the execution of an architectural set 
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i l l my hands with the feeling thai it would be 
properly carried out. T h e knowledge of a trained 
architect in their department would not only he 
Valuable at times, hnl might raise the standard of 
their work, he felt. I suspect that having a repu
tation as an architect acted as a hindrance, how
ever, as well as a help in obtaining a position 
there; for in a later interview he dropped the 
remark that his collaborators were afraid that I 
could not "stand the gaff"; and when pressed for 
an explanation said that they doubted whether I 
could stand the hasty way the work had to he 
turned ont. Whether or not that had anything to 
do with final results in my case I do not know, 
hut as weeks and months passed he was unable to 
create an opening for me. H e gave me a letter to 
Mr. V a n Polglase, art director of R . K . O . , who ad
vised me, if unable to connect with Mr. Hope, to 
try for a position of "sketch-artist." T h i s is a man 
who picks out from accepted scenarios the most 
dramatic scenes, visualizes them and makes 
sketches of them for the better apprehension of 
the art director—or perhaps the art director picks 
them out and asks h im to render them. No such 
position was vacant at R . K . O . at the time. A t 
M . G . M such work has been largely supplanted 
by the use of scale models. 

I next went to the Fox and United Artists lots, 
at neither of which was a position secured. About 
this time a regular architectural commission 
came into my office, so my activities with the 
studios were stopped for awhile. When, some 
months later, this work was completed, the quest 
among them was resumed. 

T h i s time, in order to land a job more readily, 
I decided to a im lower. M . G . M . and R . K . O . were 
tried again hut without success. T h e n I visited a 
studio the name of which wi l l not be given for 
reasons wh ich wi l l become apparent. A new pro
duction was just about to be launched there and 
consequently they were very busy. Because of this 
I was turned over to the head of the drafting 
room. H e was fami l iar with my work and 
promptly offered me a position, but I don't think 
wanted an architect in his employ—at least not 
this one! He bemoaned the task of breaking me 
in (which Mr. Hope had minimized I and Stipu
lated that, although they worked but a five-day 
week, I would have to work nights frequently, 
sometimes unt i l three in the morning; and that 
then I would be expected to be on hand again at 
eight the following day! "When we get into a 
j a m the work just has to be gotten out.** he de
c lared. O f course—and I was not bright enough 
to ask h i m why in such cases they did not figure 
ahead a hit and utilize the remaining day in the 
week! I did demur, hut to no avail . He could make 
no exception because the other workmen would 
object, he said. I wondered, if I ran a large draft
ing room and had in my employ a man who was 

valuable but was unable to do a lot of night work, 
if I would let the other help dictate just how much 
of such work that man was to do. I wonder if I 
would not reserve that privilege for myself. 1 re
called some of the things I had heard about these 
movie jobs: "a dog's life."" "a mad-house,'* etc.. 
and decided not to accept the offer; also to find out 
if some other places were not managed differently. 

F o r many years I had known the wife of a 
camera-man in one studio which I had not yet 
visited. She very kindly arranged an interview for 
btie with its art director. H e was a man of fine ap
pearance and courtly manner and received tue 
cordially. Some reproductions of my work which 
1 had brought along were first examined and then 
he said that, although he could not give me a 
position immediately— "that could hardly have 
been expected*"—he would keep me in mind and 
the chances for ultimate employment were "very 
good." I n response to my query about working 
hours and night work, he said that a lot of night 
work was all foolishness, that they very seldom 
worked nights at his establishment and never 
within his recollection had they ever worked until 
three in the morning. H e slid my card (upon 
which I had written my phone number and the 
hours morning and evening when I would be 
most apt to he at home) under the glass top of 
his desk with the remark, " I wi l l call you up one 
day and you are to report the next"! I n the casual 
view of his plant wh ich I obtained 1 was struck 
by its well managed appearance. Many of the as
sistants had separate rooms; and a conversation 
between some of them relative to their work which 
I could not help but overhear gave me the im
pression that probably they were of higher calibre 
than the average. But waiting day after day and 
week after week for a phone ca l l that would 
change over night one's entire manner of living is 
not the most enjoyable business. Some such weeks 
have already passed as I write this. I cannot leave 
the house during the specified hours for fear of 
missing a c a l l ! Many plans are held back. IVot a 
satisfactory programme for long continuance! 

But these are changing times! A n d so, in retro
spect, have been the preceding years. They have 
produced such vast technical changes that even 
now we do not ful ly comprehend their effect upon 
our economic life. F o r example: this studio is not 
more than a half mile from where, some thirty 
years ago when I first came to Cal i fornia in search 
of health, I worked as a hired hand on a ranch! 
One of my duties then was exercising a tall and 
spirited saddle horse—another was milking a 
cow! A n d now, if I am again employed in that lo
cality, it wi l l he in helping in a k ind of technical 
work which then was unknown! T h e advent of 
this work, motion pictures, did not take away em
ployment as new inventions so frequently are ac
cused of doing, but greatly increased it. Other 
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innovations have acted differently, however, and 
it is of course the readjustment of our economic 
l ife to fit them that is somewhat responsible for 
the present unrest. W h e n the readjustment is 
made no doubt we shal l a l l he much better off. 

Positions in these motion picture art depart
ments are, I am told, seldom permanent; most of 
those who hold them move about from one studio 
to another as the demand for their work comes or 
goes. I n the event of my joining this transient army 
my office in Pasadena wi l l consequently be re
tained. B u t its doors wi l l be closed, its desk and 
drafting boards unattended, and its phone number 
switched to my house—all waiting for the time 
when general bui ld ing activity wil l be resumed. 
O r — w h o knows?—there must be some positions 
of the k ind wh ich grow and do become perma

nent. Certainly there are plenty of possibilities 
for satisfaction in the work. I f a man is able in it 
I can imagine his becoming well-nigh indispens
able. There are no schools turning out art directors 
by the hundreds; they are self-made; and pro
ducers do well to accord them recognition on the 
screen. T o their ski l l m u c h of the success of mod
ern picture making is due. T h e y have it in their 
bands to increase enormously an appreciation and 
enjoyment of good architecture among the masses. 
T h e buildings they depict are not permanent to 
be sure, but they reach many more people with 
their message than do many permanent bui ld
ings, and often in ways that make very lasting im
pressions. It must be gratifying to feel that one is 
composing pictures which , in their ultimate life
like realism, enthral l and instruct audiences of 
thousands the world over! 
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M O D E R N I Z A T I O N 
1 8 7 8 A N D 1 9 3 4 
By O L I V E R H O Y E M 

J - i (> I I ) , unseemly laughter ii« •oeheted through 
the halls of tin- new post office Imilding i n W ash
ington. It was traced to tin- offices of the Federal 
Housing Administration. T h e causes for the mirth 
arc of interest to architects especially. The story— 

III the midst of the campaign for encouraging 
repairs, alterations, and improvements of homes 
in the I nitcd States, one of the curious writers as
sociated With the F H A found in the Congressional 
Library a volume dealing with the home moderni
zation movement of 1870, At first he thought there 
must he a mistake. But the text ami all the illus
tration-^ convinced him that not only are the style 
c y c l e s in home modernisation just as definite as 

the d e p r e s s i o n C y c l e s hut the present architectural 
a d v i c e to home owners is a complete reversal of 
the a d v i c e given them lifty years ago. 

\\ hen tin' evidence was presented to officials of 
the F H A and they compared the advice on alter
ations with t h e i r own campaign literature and pho
tographs, the only successful defense was to laughi 

"Old Homes Made New" is the title of the vol
ume from which the 1878 illustrations are taken. 

T h e author of the hook (may his soul rest in 
peace) comments: 

"These designs, while serving as simple examples 
of what ma\ he done in the way of putting a new 
face and form o n o l d work, may also serve to 
show in their completed state what can he done <lv 
noro. No claim of originality is made for any 
ideas that may he e x p r e s s e d in the text of this 
work} hut they are simply advanced as the view-
held hy the writer, of things to he right ami 
proper, whether gained in the f ie ld of experience 
or taken as the dictum of some other person." 

If it had not b e e n for the illustrations, the 1878 
author's words, as Words , might he the words of a 
c o n t r i b u t o r to a modern periodical, especially 
when he adds: " The various and motley crowd of 
d w e l l i n g * th;<l <»i the last thirty years h a \ c heen 
called into existence h\ the wants of our people 
and climate, and the taste of our architects and 
huilders, are not such as we desire to preserve, or 
such as are apt to awaken feelings of admiration 
or pleasure." 

Perhaps lifty years from today the Editor of 
P E N C I L P O I N T S will again look at the record. T h e 
New Yotket** cartoon—'"Jukes got a loan from the 
Federal Housing Commission" may then haw 
more than humorous significance to our posterity. 

IH7H, Iti-inrr "Modernization' 

   

       

1934, After "Modernization 
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A T R E A T I S E O N 
HOW NOT TO BUILD* 
A Book Reviewed by John F. Harbeson 

Bui man, proud man, 
Drest in a little brief authority, 
Most ignorant of tchat he's most assur'd 
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven 
As make the angels tveep. 

I 5 U I L D I N G has ever been a gauge of human endeavor. 
By their works we know the peoples of the past, and that 
record has seemed to us noble, ful l of what we think of 
as "masterpieces." But now that record of building through 
the ages is held up to scorn hy a prosecuting attorney. 
The crime? This building, this architecture in fact, for the 
unworthy works have largely perished, is the record of suc
ceeding civilizations, in each of which great numbers of 
the population hare lived in hovels, without comfort or 
security, while kings, priests and nobles have lived in (com
parative) luxury and wastefulness. "Not only while," inter
rupts this prosecuting attorney, "but because" those kings 
and priests lived in plenty, did the millions suffer in 
poverty. 

The peoples of the past did not have advanced ideas of 
social science, hut any study of history leads an open-
minded reader to the conclusion that each succeeding age 
has seen an amelioration of the common lot, and to the 
belief that in the not too distant future even "the forgotten 
man" will be decently housed, and have a proper share of 
leisure and pleasure. Many are those who have told us why 
this world is not a paradise. The preacher says it is be
cause we do not repent and mend our ways; the eugenists 
that we do not take simple measures to avoid perpetuating 
the weaknesses of the race. Mr. Whitaker lays the blame 
for al l worldly ills on private ownership of land, and 
postulates that the builders, though working with sincerity 
and faith in their craft, nevertheless always have done the 
bidding of priest and king, of landlord and usurer; that 
they have not built for the good of al l , but have squandered 
their time and building materials in erecting palaces and 
temples for the glorification and perpetuation of the privi
leged few. To prove his argument, he indulges in an elabo
ration of the factors favorable to it, and the exclusion of 
any unfavorable factors. 

It is quite delinit<l> special pleading: facts are distorted 
or baldly misstated to bolster the preconceived thesis. Thus, 
Will iam Penn is planning the streets of Philadelphia nar
row, so there would be more land left to sell, to fill his 
purse. These are the streets nil in use, and. though inade
quate for today's traffic, were quite ample in the days of 
the horse and were as large as those in the capitals of the 
world at the time the town was founded; yet Penn must 
be excoriated as a profiteering landlord. \gain, the middle 
ages are pictured as almost a Utopia for the worker, a time 
of happiness and free expression—there were guilds of 
craftsmen then. Mr. Whitaker ignores the proven facts that 
craftsmen worked from sunrise to sunset, that children were 

*'R AMESES TO ROCKEFELLER —THE STORY OF 
ARCHITECTURE"—by Charles Harris Whitaker. Random 
House, New York City—$3.50. 

regularly made to work at an early age, that the death rate 
was exceedingly high ami the average length of life only 
25 years, as compared with the 57 years expectancy of those 
so fortunate as to be living in these times. And he finds 
fault with the Renaissance;—that period of the "revival of 
learning," the period in which architects, as such, were de
veloped b] the natural evolution of life and the division of 
labor -and makes the statement . . . " it seems strange that 
so few noticed that buildings were beginning to grow 
poorer, and that the chance for everyone to have a decent 
house to live in began to recede rather than to grow 
nearer," and yet the housing of the common man, as well 
as his safety, had measurably improved in the Renaissance 
over the conditions in the "dark ages," which our author 
perversely pictures as idyllic. That such a picture is not in 
accord with history worries him not a whit, for he finds the 
historical method "of use only to pedants." 

He speaks of the Dark Ages as a breathing space, a happy 
period, when the "delight in work overflowed in free and 
beautiful details in the articles of daily use, which tell the 
tale of a rich and abounding life." Yet he ignores the simi
lar gaiety, the similar beauty of household objects and 
utensils unearthed at Pompeii—because he chooses to find 
the Roman method of building "based on bravado and 
humbug." L i k e Ruskin he has Mid-Victorian prejudices 
against Roman art, and thinks it crude and coarse, either 
not having seen, or ignoring, the many exquisite examples 
of the craftsmanship of that period, which were wide-spread 
throughout the Empire . 

But in addition to this elaboration and distortion of 
factor? faVorable to his thesis, there are gross errors of 
fact. He places Mansart in the 15th century, two hundred 
years too soon; he speaks of the Baths of Caracalla . . . 
"which were to make a pattern for the facade of the Penn
sylvania Station in New York"—in reality it is the plan 
disposition and the great hall of that station which are in
spired by I he Roman baths, not the facade. But the most 
colossal blunder is a description of the Parthenon as having 
the Pan-Athenaic procession carved on the outside of the 
building, just under the metopes, where "the two horizontal 
bands, one continuous and the other a series of alternate 
sculpture and triglyph, were so superbly balanced that not 
a line nor a figure was allowed to dominate or interfere 
with the harmony of the whole composition." Such an ar
rangement of sculpture was tried on the temple at Assos, 
and given up as ugly: but it is strange to find the Parthe
non so described, und then illustrated by a photograph 
taken bj tin- author, where, of course, no such placing of 
the Pan-Athenaic pmc i -.ii .n occurs. 

The author does not understand the language of the 
Bitisft of the architect, or the craftsman. He belongs to that 
school of literary critics following tin-kin and Wil l iam 
Morris, by which ail is something to be reasoned about 
—a thing of the mind, with a basis in morality, rather than 
a thing of the eyes. To him there has been no architecture, 
because no age of the world has yel created a civilization 
in which all men are equal. He is looking constantly for 
lit. rai-> qualities in architecture, such as that an arch has 
"a note of triumph in it," and he gets into difficulties when 
he finds something that transgresses the pre-conceived liter
al) idea and yet is so compelling!) beautiful that even the 
blind—or perverse— must admit it. 

He deplores giving credit for the design of a great build
ing to the one usually considered its designer—the ones 
who should be praised for the Parthenon, for instance, are 
not Phidias, or Ictinos, or Pericles, hut the several genera
tions of craftsmen who made such work possible. This is 
a very just, and a trite, statement. The genius of Shake
speare would not have been possible if there had not been 
a veritable flowering of literature in Elizabethan England, 
nor of Leonardo if he, too, had not come at a time rich 
with a heritage of artist craftsmen. But after making such 
a statement about the Parthenon, he picks out a little-
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known individual, Andronikos, and gives lo him sole credit 
for designing and building the "Tower of the Winds" and 
the water clock within it, totally forgetting the several gen
erations of craftMiien in this case. 

Though this is called a story of architecture, its inter
est lies not in architecture, hut in social science, and the 
preoccupation of the author is to put a stop to price and 
profit, debt and "usury"—by which he no doubt means 
interest accruing on borrowed money—and above all the 
personal ownership of land, to the end that everyone may 
have "a fine and spacious room, sun lighted and sun shaded," 
in a society in which man, and particularly the craftsman, 
may work in justice and joy. T o attempt the fulfillment of 
this ideal, he has sacrificed truth and reason, and deifies an 
intangible quality he terms "rightness"—a feeling for 
rhythm and filtingness innate, apparently, in every true 
craftsman. T o this end, he finds Rome vulgar, Michel

angelo a dilettante, Sir Christopher Wren an inferior en
gineer, not creative, but who "had a knack at combining 
Mich forms as the craftsmen had fashioned out of their 
centuries spent in searching for rightness," and our present 
civilization merely an age of "time-clockcr- and turnstilers."' 

This age is certainly not the millennium, and one would 
like to endorse an effort to improve the lot of the common 
man. But "Raineses to Rockefeller" offers no construct i \• ' 
suggestions to that end. unless the abolition of the private 
ownership of land be so considered. It is entirely a tearing 
down of our present social fabric and that of the past 
civilizations from which ours has grown. It arouses in one 
—in one, that is, who feels himself on such provocation un
deniably a Tory—the same feeling as does the story of the 
old woman who, discussing the neighbors with her parson, 
concluded- "all the world i;- queer except me and thee, 
dear, and sometimes I think thefi's a little queer." 
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• I . f T T I P H F P A B T U T I J T CW i A D /" H r T C r T U D * r r C T U r--A. LITTLE DEPARTMENT OF 'ARCHITECTURA.L ESTHETICS, WITH 
EMPHASIS ON S K E T C H I N G AND H E N D E U I N G 

Happy I lituro! 

A friend suggests thai in view uf the 
desperate situation of so many in the 
architectural field, and the lack of 
promise of any great improvement in 
the immediate future, my last month's 
"Happy New Year" might seem to some 
of you readers to contain a thrust of 
sana-in. Hut why? I do wish you al l 
just thul. Ami knowing what many of 
you have heen through without losing 
your faculty of enjoying life, I 6ee no 
rea«OB to doubt its fulfilment. But, for 
downright pe--iinists, if any, I suhstitute 
the modification ahove. Certaiidy there 
a r e e n o u g h e v i 
dences of general im
provement to give 
us hope for the ulti-
m a t e recovery o f 
our profession. Re-
memhcr that each 
year adds to the age 
and obsolescence of 
everj s ib l ing build
ing, which means lots of alteration and 
replacement eventually, not to speak of 
new work. So we'll keep on grinning! 
And gtttdjriitg and thinking! 

Tin- Competition* 

We couldn't advantageous!) manage 
the first Corner competition this month, 
hut next month it will he offered. 
Watch the February issue for the pro-
grain; then get busy! Ami tell your 
friends. One doesn't have to be a sub
scriber to get in on it. And send sug
gestions for future competitions. I'm 
depending on you. 

Rendering l*n»j<-rt No. 8 

I suppose that at one time or another 
each id you has made a rubbing of an 
old coin: see 1, Sheet 8, overleaf. O r you 
have laid paper over a book cover or 
oilier rOUgb -urfare and rubbed a pencil 
back and forth across it, making trans
fers on the order of those at 2. Our 
present project utilizes exactly this 
process. 

As a preliminary to any attempt at 
finished \w>rk based on this idea, I sug
gest you make many trial tones such as 
are shown at 2. Place your paper over 
such diverse materials as book covers, 
window shades, rough artists' canvas, 
wall-board, linoleum, etc. The most sur-

ets iwG-
U&5 RESULT IW 

prising things often 
result in good rub
b i n g s . V a r y your 
p e n c i l s , too, and 
p a r t i c u l a r l y your 
paper-. Y o u w i l l 
soon discover an 
astonishing range of 
textura! tones. 

Now comes their 
application. Sketch 3 shows a practical 
ii-e ol some of the tones discovered .it 2. 
The subject was first outlined very 
lightly in wax pencil on tracing paper 
placed over a previously constructed 
layout. Next, the tracing was moved to 
a sheet of imitation leather (a portfolio 
cover I . and the patterned tones of the 
chair hack and arm- were done. A trans
fer to a book cover resulted in the seat 
texture (the paper was shifted to give 
contrasted directions to the patterns), 
and another book cover was utilized for 
the rug. The chair was finished over still 
another, shifted several times. The draw
ing x%ii- n u n sprayed with fixatif (re
versing the directions offered on Sheet 
8; there is no harm in this) , and, when 
dry. was mounted on illustration board, 
it- back being entirely covered with 
dilute white paste. 
L a t e r the b a c k -
ground tones were 
.idded and fixed. 
The wax pencil was 
used t h r o u g h o u t . 
One not in the 
know. seeing the 
final drawing, might 
well wonder how • 
the different textures were obtained, 

sketch I shows a simple architectural 
adaptation! the rough stones having been 
rendered over coarse sandpaper. Graphite 
pencils were selected. 

One is by no means limited to these 
black and white effects, for colored 
crayons of various types can be employed 
in similar manner. I once rendered some 
tapestries quite effectively in oil chalk 
on thin, smooth paper laid over coarse 
shade cloth. It was very easy to interpret 
the woven character of the fabric. By 
shifting the paper on the rough back
ground, as a new color is used, particu
lar!) effective blendings of two or more 
colors can he had. 

If the work is on tracing paper, this 
toning, whether in black or color, can 
sometimes be done to advantage on the 
l i n k , to show through. The rough-tex
tured tones developed in this manner 

HOW 
DONE 

will be so modified as not to obliterate 
the drawing on the front. Evidences of 
carelessness will likewise be less con
spicuous. 

Summers Coming! 

As January comes, and with it the 
organization for the winter-spring term 
of my usual evening classes in drawing 
and painting, 1 am reminded that we 
have about turned the corner, chrono
logical!), and it won't be long, now, until 
- II m m e i finds me 
teaching and sketch
ing on the Maine 
coast again. That's 
my Happy Hunting 
Ground, and I'm al
ready eager to set 
up the old easel 
once more and have 
a go at the dirty 
dories, smelly shacks, and lopsided 
lobster pots. This is the time, inciden
tal!), for you to get out your own mate
rials and start that long delayed practice. 

"Crititifi" Back minis 

The printer calls for my last "copy," 
and the proofs for January haven't come 
through. Yet I'm determined not to skip 
another issue without a crit, so let's 
squint at the December number. 

Chamberlain's cover speaks mighty 
well for itself. Sea-oiiall) appropriate, it 
forms a fitting finale to a fine series. 
Simplicity is the keynote. 

Armstrong's sketches (pages 4 and 6) 
are honest, having come to their "right" 
appearance natural!). The second offers 
an unusual point of view. Obsene tin-
diagonal composition, too. 

In Merle Alley's dry-point, page 582, 
the brilliancy of tin- square is heightened 
by the dark frame of roofs, foreground, 
etc. It's a picayune point, but wouldn't the 
shutters of the second-story window of the 
interestingly textured nearby structure 
overlap if closed? Or don't I read it 
right? 

What splendid sketching subjects the 
Monograph presents, notably those on 
pages 178 and 179. If you try the more 
complex ones, Rosenberg has some ideas 
for you, pages 615, 616, 617, and 618. See 
how well he had managed his values, 
light against dark and dark against light, 
to create pleasing patterns, to catch sun
shine and shadow, and to distribute in
terest in rightful proportions. As inter
esting tricks, note the use of light fences, 
page 617, forming a foil for the figures, 
and of light trees with dark reflections, 
page 618, playing their part in a capably 
controlled spotting of the whole. For \ i-
brant sunshine see page 616: for restful, 
dignified composition land splendidly-
handled trees! see page 617. 

Just room for a word of praise for 
Morris Hobbs' simple etching, page 631, 
with its restrained darks framing studied 
lights, and for the meticulously managed 
pencil study by Stopa, page 634. 
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JEldovado 
Gothics 

Watson asks, "Want a sixth sense? Just take up your pencil and let i t play over the 
sculptured harmonies of this seven-centuries'old cathedral (Notre Dame, Paris). Its touch upon 
flying buttress and pointed arch, upon pinnacled spire and crouching grotesque is an inspiriting 
contact with these Gothic glories.11 For perfect functioning of this sixth sense Watson uses 
Eldorado leads 4B, 3B, 2B, B, HB, H , 2H in such a drawing as this. You'll find Eldorados 
wherever good drawing materials are sold. (Try Anadel Pencils for your color work.) 
Pencil Sales Department 167-J, JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE C O M P A N Y , Jersey City, N . J. 
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S E R V I C E 

D E P A R T M E N T S 
T H E M A R T . In this department we will print, free of 

charge, notices from readers (dealers exceptedi having 
for sale or desiring to purchase books, drawing instru
ments, and other property pertaining directly to the pro
fession or business in which must of us are engaged. Such 
notices will be inserted in one issue onl>. but there is no 
limit to the number of different notices pertaining to dif
ferent things which any subscriber may insert. 

P E R S O N A L N O T I C E S . Announcements concerning the 
opening of new offices for the practice of architecture, 
changes in architectural firms, changes of address and 
item- of per-onal interest will be printed free of charge. 

F R E E E M P L O Y M E N T S E R V I C E . In this department vs,-
shall continue to print, free of charge, notices from archi
tects or others requiring designers, draftsmen, specifica
tion writer*, or superintendents, as well as from those 
seeking similar positions. 

S P E C I A L N O T I C E T O A R C H I T E C T S L O C A T E D O U T 
S I D E O F T H E U N I T E D S T A T E S : Should you be inter
ested in any building material or equipment manufactured 
in America, we will gladly procure and send, without 
charge, any information you may desire. 

Notices submitted for publication in these Service Depart
ments must reach us before the fifth of each month if they 
are to be inserted in the next issue. Address all communi
cations to i30 It est 42nd Street. New York, N. Y. 

T H E MART 
C I R C U L A R D O M E R U I L D I N G F O R S A L E : Offered at a 

very low price, a circular dome building of wood, 80 feet 
in diameter and 40 feet high in the center, the material 
of which was used to form the dome for the new Hay den 
Planetarium. Ideal and unique for a dance pavilion, exhi
bition building, assembly room or game room. Perfect 
condition. While Construction Co., Inc., 95 Madison Ave
nue, New York . 

J . W. Bailey would like to obtain V ol. 3, No. 4 of the White 
Pine Series. Vddre-- care of The Mart, P E N C I L P O I N T S . 

Miss Edith Custafson, Librarian, The Newark Public School 
of Fine and Industrial Art, 550 High Street, Newark, N . J . , 
would like to obtain the following White Pine Series: 
Vol. 2, Nos. 1, 3, 4, and 6; V o l . 3, Nos. 1, 3, and 4. 

A. R . Sharpe, 144 Chestnut Street, Will imanlic, Conn., has 
the following publications for sale: White Pine Series, 
Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ; Vol . 2, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5. and 6; V ol. 
3, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6; Vol . 4, Nos. 1 through 6; Vol . 5, 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 5; V o l . 6, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 5, and 6; Vol . 7, 
Nos. 1 through 6; V o l . 8, Nos. 1 through 6; Vol. 9, Nos. 
1 through 5; Vol . 10, Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5. Architecture, 
May through December, 1921; January, February, March. 
May, July, August, September, and October, 1922. The 
Architectural Review. February, Apr i l , and July, l'H'>; 
August, 1918. American Architect. December 23, 1914; 
March 10, 1915; August 23, December 6, December 13, 
1916; May 9. 1917. The Architectural Record, April 
through December. 1921; January through May, 1925. The 
Architect. October, 1923, and October, 1924. P B K C I L 
P O I N T S , June and July. \ ' ) 1 > : September, 1924. 

C . Sedgwick Moss, 1619 R Street, N. W., Washington, D. C , 
is desirous of securing a Universal drafting instrument, 
with architect's scales, in good condition and at nominal 
price. 

Thomas Larr ick , 8I6V2 Massachusetts Street. Lawrence. Kan
sas, would like to secure the following copies of The 
Architectural Record: January. February. April. May, 
June, July, August, October, and December, 1928. 

E a r l D. Hay, Plead, Department of Mechanical and Indus
trial Engineering, University of Kansas, Lawrence. Kan
sas, would like to obtain the January, 1934, issue of P E N 
C I L P O I N T S . He has the following issues of that magazine 
for sale: June, 1920; February, March, and August, 1921. 

A R C H I T E C T wishes space with builder or general contrac
tor, Wil l give architectural Bervice in exchange for rental. 
Phone LOngacre 5-7664. 

Ernesto de Sola, San Salvador, Republic of Salvador, Cen
tral America, desires to purchase illustrated publication-
pertaining to small house- (Spanish Colonial or Califor-
11 i in style). 

Robert Ronowski, 410 Edgewood, LaGrange, 111., has the fol
lowing for sale: Chicago and Philadelphia Architectural 
Yearbooks; P E N C I L P O I N T S and Architectural Record 
magazines and various architectural book-. 

George W. Courtney, K . of P. Ruilding, Winchester. In
diana, would l ike to obtain a good, recent book on speci
fication writing, also one on small house design and 
construction, and Farly American architecture. 

Thomas R . Fahey, 102 East Jefferson Street, Colorado 
Springs, Colo., would like to secure a copy of the January. 
1934, issue of P E N C I L P O I N T S . 

W. \\ . Dudley, 202 Colonial Avenue, Elizabeth City, N . C 
will pay 50c each for the Apri l , 1933, and the January, 
1934, issues of P E N C I L P O I N T S . 

1 red J . Woodward, 728 17th Street, N . W., Washington. 
I) . C , has the year of 1924, complete, of P E N C I L P O I N T S , 
for sale at 30c per copy. Wi l l not break lot to sell single 
issues. 

S. Juff, 6 McKye Street, Waverton, Sydney, N.S.W., Australia. 
would like to purchase back numbers of P E N C I L P O I N T S 
for the past two years. 

A. Gargon, Alpes Vaudoises, Leysin, Switzerland, would like 
to obtain the following copies of P E N C I L P O I N T S : August 
through December, 1929; January through May. July, and 
November, 1930. 

PERSONALS 
T. P. H A R N E T T C O M P A N Y , Architects. 1571 Arcade Ruild-

ing. St. Louis , Mo., announces that Mr. Sylvester G . 
Schmidt is a member of the firm, which is now compo-ed 
of F . E . Riximmu, F . Paolinelli and S. G . Schmidt. 

M U R R A Y L E I R O W T T Z , Architect, has moved hi- office 
from Plainfield, N . J . , to The Perth Amboy National Rank 
Ruilding, Perth Amboy, N. J . 

MANUFACTURERS' DATA WANTED 
E R N E S T O D E S Q L \ . Irchitect. San Salvador. Republic of 

Salvador, Central America. 
P E T E R A. T I A G W A D , Architect, 41 North Rroad Street, 

Ridgewood, N . J . 
A L L E N R. C O N G D O N , Architect, 5 Orange Street, Nan 

tucket Island, Mass. 
M U R R A Y L E I B O W I T Z , Architect, Perth Amboy National 

Bank Building, Perth Amboy, N. J . 
C H A R L E S L . P I N C U , Architect. 4266 Phlox Place, Flush

ing, New York . 
F R A N K B E L L I N I , Architect. 7106 17th Avenue, Brooklyn. 

New York (data on bakery ovens, enameled brick and 
store fronts 1. 

H. S I E M A N T E L , Designer and lluilder, R. R. 16, Box 58, 
Indianapolis, Ind. ( A . I . A . data 011 residential construction, 
decoration and furnishing). 

B R A N C H I ) . E L A M , Designer, 2326 A. W. Grace St., Rich
mond. V a . (for A . I . A . t i le) . 

JOS. Q U A T M A N N , J R . , Draftsman, 1295 Boland Drive, 
Richmond Heights, Mo. (data on store plans and display 
windows I . 

H A R O L D R. T R A C Y , Draftsman and Designer, 211 West 
Main Street, Mt. Morris, 111. (data on residences, tilling 
stations, small stores, and commercial bu i ld ings» . 

L O U I S E L A T H R U P . Builder, Lathrup Townsile, Birming
ham. Mich, (small home data*. 

M \ R Y W. V I N E B U Y C K , Interior Decorator. Slingerlands, 
New York (also data on suburban plot planning). 

JOS. S. W. MA, Student, 1007\'t West 35lh Street, Los 
Angeles, Calif . 

R I C H A R D J . B E C K , Student. ST Carlton Avenue, Jersey 
Citv. N. J . 

J . S C R I B N E R D U N N E , Draftsman, 2923 Ethel Avenue, 
Waco, Texas. 

(For Employment Service see page 24, Advertising Section) 
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to Younger Craftsmen 
who expect to "arrive 
i n the next 10 years 
Y O U have brain power and native ability. You know 
success lies within your reach. Here is sound advice! Do 
not practice your profession with mediocre tools. Do not 
hamper your work by using inferior drawing pencils. 

At most it costs but a few pennies more to get the 
famous A. W. Faher "Castell ' Drawing Pencil—the 
world's standard of quality. "Castell" gives full ex
pression to your skill. Jt "flatters" your craftsmanship, 
improving every sketch, drawing or rendering. 18 degrees 
of hardnc-s jiive you every tonal effect you desire. 

Remember—Masters Need Perfect Tools—and if 
you expect to be a Master do as the Masters do. I t is 
no secret that "Castell" is the overwhelming favorite of 
the men who have already arrived. "Castell" lias accom
panied them on the road to success. Let "Ciistell" help 
you, too. 

"Castell" Polychromes 
Drawing Chalks 

Artists, architri is and engineers find 
nnnienius opportunities for using 
this remarkable medium of coloring 
Sketches, renderings, elemlions, etc. 
Available in 61 colors, tl rite for 
FREE instruction pamphlet. 

C^tM 
D R A W I N G PENCILS 

Mad* In Bavaria in 18 Degrees . . . . A . W. Faber. Newark. N. I. 

P U B L I C A T I O N S 
ON M A T E R I A L S 
AND EQUIPMENT 
of Interest to Architects, Draftsmen 
anti Specification Writers 

Publications mentioned here uill be sent free, unless other-
uise noted, upon request, to renders of P E N C I L P O I N T S by 
the firm issuing them. If hen writing for these items please 
mention I ' E M II P O I N T S . 

P l t T C O S T O R E F R O N T M E T A L . A.I .A. Fi le No. 26-b-l. 
Folder announcing and complete!) describing a newly 
designed metal store front construction, which offers a 
double yielding cushion grip on gla-«. Included i- set id 
detail drawing* showing various applications of this new 
-lore front metal, including its use with Carrara struc
tural glass. 8«/ 2 x 11. Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 2316 
Grant Building. Pittsburgh. Pa. 

V E N E E R A N D P L Y W O O D • P A N E L S > S P E C I F I C A T I O N S 
AND D E S C R I P T I V E D A T A . — A . I . A . Fi le No. 19-e. New 
liulletin presenting for the first time fully illustrated in
formation essential to clear descriptive and accurate speci
fication of panel faces for the \ar iou- t>pe- and large 
Vlriety of face veneers. The information is designed to 
enable the architect, designer, woodworker and manufac
turers to secure the precise effects desired. Al l of the 
principal native cabinet woods as well as many foreign 
varieties have been included. 8 pp. 8V2 x 11. American 
W alnut Manufacturers' Association. 616 South Michigan 
Avenue, Chicago, 111. 

' W H A T A B O U T Y O U R R O O F S ? " — N e w brochure deal
ing extensively with roof construction and maintenance 
problems. Among the subjects discussed are included the 
importance of the "'siitch-iii-lime" on roof repairs; the 
physical properties and characteristic* of various t>pe- of 
built-up rooting materials; and roof insulation. A new-
complete roof unit, which combines steel deck, insulation 
and waterproofing, all in one unit structure, is also de-
-nibed. 18 pp. 8>/2 x 11. Johns-Manville. 22 Ea-t MHfa 
Street. New York, N . Y . 

S O L V E Y O U R F L O O R I N G P R O B L E M S W I T H G E N A S C O 
T R I N I D A D L A K E A S P H A L T M A S T I C . — Illustrated pub
lication, dealing with the subject of Genasco Trinidad 
Lake asphalt mastic, describes its preparation, uses and 
methods of application. 36 pp. 6 x 9 . The Barber Asphalt 
( .... 1606 \ r c h St.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

C O P P E R - C O V E R E D R O B E R T S O N P R O T E C T E D M E T A L . 
—Bulletin illustrating and describing a new product which 
consists of the standard Robertson protected metal with a 
surface of Anaconda eh t tro -heel copper, suitable for 
roofing and siding application-. Blue print details. 4 pp. 
8'/2 x 11. H . I I . Robertson Co., Grant Building, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. 

B A S M O R G A S - F I R E D B O I L E R S , A.I .A. Fi le No. 29-F-4. 
\1cl1 i tects ' and engineers' handbook (b aling with the sub

ject of gas-fired boilers for steam, vapor and hot water 
heating systems. Descriptive and technical data, tabular 
matter. Specifications. 20 pp. 8V2 * 1 L Crane Co., 836 
South Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111. 

C R A N E G A S W A T E R H E A T E R S . — B u l l e t i n explaining in 
detail the construction and operation of Crane automatic 
gas water heaters. Installation data, specifications, lank 
capacities, suggested hook-ups, etc. 16 pp. 8'/2 x 11. Crane 
Co., 836 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, I I I . 

HOW T O P A I N T C O N C R E T E , S T U C C O A N D O T H E R 
M A S O N R Y S U R F A C E S . - New publication on the subject 
of Medusa portland cement paint shows how exterior and 
interior masonry and concrete surfaces can he painted in 
white or colors. Complete directions for using cement 
paint and floor coating are included. Profusely illustrated. 
20 pp. SV2 x 11. Medusa Portland Cement 1 .... 1000 Mid
land Building, Cleveland, Ohio. 
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O X Y O U R X K X T S C H O O L J O B 

7mmthr Jnitdlmi^l L I N O L E U M F L O O R S 

K I N D E R G A R T E X , corridor, classroom-
each lias different requirements, but Armstrong's 
Linoleum is versatile enough to meet them all! 
It has unlimited decorative possibilities . . . is 
easy to keep clean ami sanitary . . . doesn't show 
wear . . . and its resilience makes it quiet under

foot, a most important consideration for schools. 
And Armstrong's Linoleum costs no more than 

other fine floors—much less than most. Write for 
full details and a list of local contra< tors. 
Armstrong Cork Products Co., Floor 
Division, HOG State St., Lancaster, Pa. 

Y"* This game floor in the kindergarten of the Arlington High School Bldg., Poughkeepsie, N. Y . , ""7 
illustrates the special design possibilities of Armstrong's Linoleum. E . C . Smith, architect. J\ 
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R A C K E T E E R S O F W A S T E 

The cards are stacked against 
you, when you take c h a n c e s 
on S h e e t M e t a l 

It's fatal to think that "any sheet metal will do." 
Wear, Weather and Corrosion make short work of the 
metal that is bought on that basis. You can be sure 
that these three racketeers of waste will take no toll 
from you when you use G0H1 Pure Iron-Copper 
Alloy, the one sheet metal jhst can be depended 
upon under the most destructive conditions. 

G O H I offers unusual resistance tc wear, weather 
and corrosion. I t is the same fine metal that is 
used throughout the land for drainage structures, 
where G O H I has service records of more than a quar
ter of a century of unfailing satisfaction and still 
on the job! 

For every sheet metal need G O H I is the longest-lived 
low-cost ferrous metal you can buy. Samples will 
be sent on request. 

GOHI Pure Iron-Copper 
Alloy is available in all 
sizes and gauges. Pro
duced exclusively by The 
Newport Rolling Mill Co., 
Newport, Ky. 

F R E E EMPLOYMENT 
SERVICE for Readers 
of Pencil Points 

Renlies to box numbers should I <> uddreixed rare of 
P E N C I L P O I N T S , 330 West 42nd Street, New York 

P O S I T I O N W A N T E D : Experienced architectural m o d e l 
builder familiar with mod'i n methods both fof Study and 
presentation. Box No. L 

P O S I T I O N W A N T E D : Young man. 25 . desires position in the 
architectural field in an; rapacil) . Educated at Wentwurth 
Institute of Boston and the Ma--a< hu-ett- Institute of 
Technology evening school. Two years' experience in the 
drafting room of a large eastern power company with 
added experience in -mall architect's office. Three month-" 
European travel and study. Single ami can go unywh re. 
\ hard ambitious worker. Salary a secondary matter. 
Philip F . Spofford. West Boxford, Mass. 

P O S I T I O N W A M I H : Young woman designer, gradual)' ol 
recognised art school, with four years' broad experience 
in memorial designing, wishes position. Scale drawing-, 
full size, and water color perspectives. Assist office and 
shop! sales. Original and good worker. Also interested in 
opportunity other design fields. Write—Janet Small, 35 
Highland Avenue, Lexington, Mass. 

I ' O - I T I O N W A N T E D : Young man. age 20 . unable to attend 
college, desires to enter an architect's office to learn. I'our 
>ears' training at Memphis Tech and one year office ex
perience. Wil l go anywhere, living expanses only wage 
expected. J . D. Owen, Jr . , 193(1 Evelyn, Memphis, Tenn. 

P O S I T I O N \ V \ N T K D : Young man. 28. d -sire- position a-
junior draftsman in architect"- office. Experience: 6 year? 
in building construction as estimator, designer, and fore
man on construction job-: 6 months with architect—gen
eral planning, scaled and full size detailing, perspectives, 
graduate with honor-. 5-year course at accredited school. 
Harold H . Eaton, Appleton, N . Y . 

P O S I T I O N \\ \ M K I > : Young man, 24. d ;sires position in 
architect's office in Chicago or vicinity. Bachelor of Archi
tecture degree. Experienced stenographer and typist. 
One year's experience with Chicago architect doing draft
ing, perspective layouts and renderings, secretarial work. 
Experience main incentive. Lett Skadherg. 5101 Byron 
Street. Chicago, Ill inois. 

P O S I T I O N W A N T E D : A graduate civil engineer desires a 
connection with a company needing the services of a pro
gressive promotion and sale? engineer. Ha- had over ten 
>ears' experience in steel and concrete design and five 
>ears as sales and construction engineer for a manufac
turer of a building product. Has a wide acquaintance 
among architects and general contractors in the New York 
and New England area. Can furnish excellent reference-
as to character and ahilit>. Box No. 2. 

P O S I T I O N W A N T E D : Architectural draftsman experienced in 
steel and reinforced concrete, structural designing, etc* 
would like a position with a first-class architectural firm 
in New York at from § 4 0 per week up. Box No. 3. 

P O S I T I O N W A N T E D : Secretary-stenographer, 10 years' tech
nical experience, cultured, Protestant, single. Capable of re-
-pon-ibilit>. Salary moderate. Mabel Guilford, 407 West 
205th Street. New York, N. Y . Telephone I.Oraine 7-8892. 

E C C L E S I A S T I C A L \ \ n M O M MENTAL A R C H I T E C T U R E : A 
rare opportunity exists for some architect to secure the 
Services, individually or collectively, of a group of young 
architects and designers who have been thoroughly trained 
in all phases of this work. Some of these men are reg!s-
tered architects in New York and New Jersey and mem
bers of the A . L A . They are mostly university men with 
European travel who have worked understanding!) to 
gether in the finest offices of New York City. Among them 
are some of the most promising Gothic designers, who 
have a profound knowledge of decoration and furniture. 
They are able to assume full responsibility for a project 
with which you may have no experience. Box No. 5. 

 

 
SHEET METAL 

THE NEWPORT ROLLING MILL COMPANY . . . NEWPORT, KENTUCKY 
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H E R E , T H E R E , 
T H I S & T H A T 

( C o n t i n u e d ) 

Architectural Guild 
of America 

The printed form- which authorize the 
Gui ld to act on helmlf of architectural 
employees continue to pour into the 
offices of the Gui ld from all part- of the 
United Slates. The last issue of l'i \< it. 
P O I N T S contained an article in which in
structions were included for those Who 
desire so to authorize the Gui ld hut have 
not received the printed form. T h e re
sponse to this activity serve- to demon-
'Irate the interest the architectural em
ployees of the country have in gaining 
trustworthj repie-entation for the em
ployees in matter- germane to the Code. 
A large numher of practicing architects 
have lieeu reduced hy the depression to 
the position of employees, either with 
Federal Government departments or with 
the projects set up under various work 
relief hureaus. These architects have 
heen most prompt in sending their au
thorization I.Link- in order that their 
status a- employee' may he adequately 
protected. 

We must not lose sight of the fact that 
architecture has lacked organization to a 
greater degree than any other profession. 
While county, city, and slate associations 
have included in their memhership prac
tically every practitioner in the medical, 
legal, teaching and dental professions 
to mention merely a few categoric- the 
architects have been limited to one recog-
nized national organization. This exclu
sive and essentially inactive group has in
adequately represented a scant minority 
of the practicing architects, failing to ad
vance the welfare of the average architect 
in any degree and neglecting to prosecute 
with diligence the limited field of inter
ests it sponsors. 

The economic cataclysm which has 
plunged the entire construction indu-try 
into a depression of great duration found 
the profession thus inadequately repre
sented hy a lone employer group. Wheth
er an employee-architect, a draftsman, a 
specification writer, or a superintendent 
of construction, the employee of an archi
tect or contractor found himself without 
representation hy any organization of na
tional -cope. 

A group of architectural employees in 
New York City organized the Architec
tural Gui ld of America a little more than 
a year ago. Overcoming inexperience in 
organization, apathetic resignation among 
draftsmen, and lack of finance-, the Gui ld 
has continued to increase in memhership 
while perfecting its permanent organiza
tion and vigorously promoting the inter
ests of the architectural employee. 

The Guild continues to oppose the 
award of Government contracts to pri
vate architects unless there he included 
in such contracts a specific scale of wages 

for employees, Such q scale 0? liveable 
salaries sras -uhinitted to the authorities 
at the beginning of 1934* being presented 
to the group who represent employer-
architects at the same time. The tacit re
fusal of litis- group to negotiate with the 
Gtiild in this matter serves hut to in
crease the misgiving- of draft-men who 
have heen accu-tomed for years to submit 
to the paternalistic authority of employ
ers, self-sly led patrons and protectors. 

Architects designing huildings financed 
through Government loans and grants 
have taken advantage of unemployment 
in the profession; draftsmen have been 
compelled to accept wages based upon 
work relief salaries. Federal departments, 
on the other hand, offer draftsmen an op
portunity to earn salarie- approaching 
a living wage. Though these draftsmen 
must tolerate the necessity of leav ing 
their chosen environment, often -epa-
rating themselves from their familie-. the 
alternative mUSl appear a great deal less 
attractive. Interested in the welfare of the 
profession, tin- \rchitei tural Gui ld of 
America does not desire the socialization 
of Architecture nor the elimination of 
the individual architect. The treatment 
accorded draftsmen by private architects, 
however, must control our attitude 
toward Government projects at the pres
ent time. 

The Code has failed, after month- of 
dalliance in the obscurity of committee 
meetings, to emerge in its final form into 
the revealing light of publication. Recent 
proposals of its provision- continue to 
exclude students from wage-scale agree
ments. The Gtiild is unalterably opposed 
to such a clause, considering it too great 
a loop-hole for the ubiquitous "chiseler." 
While advocating the omission of the en
tire provision, the Guild has recom
mended to the authorities that — if the 
clause appears—no employee shall he 
considered a "student" who has heen en
gaged as a draftsman in any office or 
offices for longer than one year. 

Arthur C. llolden presented a talk, il
lustrated with lantern slides, at the No
vember meeting of the New York Chap
ter of the I .mid. He described his pro
pose] for rehabilitating the hlighted areas 
of the City through block reorganization. 
He proved the need for such activity and 
demonstrated the advantages for tenants, 
owners, and mortgagees. He emphasized 
the effect such a proposal, if carried out, 
would have on employment throughout 
the construction iudu-tiv. 

Howard Scott. Director of Technocracy, 
explained the origins and purposes of his 
researches to an inter.-ted audience at 
the Derember meeting in New York-
Spirited discussion among the members 
-hue this lecture attests a revival of in
ter e-t in this subject which at one time 
preempted the front page of metropoli
tan journals. 

C L I F F O R D F . H A R T , 
First f ice-Presiili>iit 

Tech Architectural Club 

The Tech Architectural Club of Chi
cago held its first smoker of the fall sea
son on October 18 with a goodly numher 
of members present, according to it- see 
relary. On November 16 the Club initi
aled 18 new members, and more came in 

later. A branch has been established in 
the evening school of Chicago Tech and 
each group holds its own meetings in al
ternate months with joint meeting- in be
tween. 

In the early part of February the or
ganization will e x h i b i t the P E N C I L 
PoiNTS-Flal Glass Industry Competition 
drawings and expect- to attract large 
numbers of Chicago citizens to the -how. 

Seminar at Columbia 
on Plan of \ / M York 

A seminar on the plan of the city of 
New York will be given in the Columbia 
School of Architecture beginning in Feb
ruary, according to an announcement by 
Dean Joseph Huduut. The seminar, which 
will include an analy-i- of the regional 
plan for New lock, will be given bj Dr. 
Werner Hegemann. who ha- been ap
pointed lecturer in the school. 

Dr. Hegemann i- a visiting profes-or at 
the New School for Social Research. He 
directed the first international town plan
ning exhibitions in Boston ami in Berlin 
and has studied town planning problems 
in all parts of the world. He was em-
plOyed US town planning adviser by tin-
cities of Dusseldorf and Leipsic. the ea-t 
bay cities id San Francisco, and Buenos 
\ i res . Bosario. and Montevideo. He has 
also practiced landscape architecture and 
town planning in Wisconsin and Penn
sylvania, 

Dr. Hegemann was formerly editor of 
Statltebau. G e r m a n town planning 
monthly, and of a German architectural 
journal. He is the author of numerous 
books on architectural subject- and 
monographs on contemporary architects. 

James Harrison Steedman 
Memorial Fellotvship 

The Governing Committee of the 
James Harrison Steedman Memorial Fel
low-hip in Architecture announce- the 
ninth competition for this Fellow-hip. to 
be held in the Spring of 1935. 

The purpose of this Fellowship is to 
a-si-t well qualified architectural gradu
ates to benefit by a year in travel and the 
study of architecture in foreign coun
tries, -object to the approval of the Com
mittee and under the guidance and con
trol of the School of Architecture ol 
Washington University, St. Louis. T o 
this end an annual award of fifteen hun
dred dollars i- offered to the winner. 

T h e Fellowship is open on equal terms 
to all gradual)'- in architecture of recog
nized schools of architecture in the 
United Slate-. Candidates iiiusl he Amer
ican citizens of good moral character, 
and -hall have had at least one year of 
practical work in the office of an archi
tect, including one year's residence in the 
city of St. Louis, before being entitled to 
assume the benefits of the Fellowship. 
Al l candidates shall be between twenty-
one and thirty-one years of age at the 
time of appointment to this Fellowship. 

Application blanks can be obtained by 
writing to the acting head of the School 
of Architecture of Washington Univer
sity. The] must be returned, properly 
filled out, before January 18, 1935. 
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PEN DRAWING  
P O R T F O L I O 

a k m c i or MOCMss vt 
naw£T> in mi «axr«}u£ 

1 

T H E N E W S P E N C E R I A N 
PEN DRAWING PORTFOLIO 

By A. L. GUPTILL 

H T H E portfolio is unusual ly large, being 11 x 14 
inches in size, and it contains a complete course 

in pen drawing, showing the various techniques for 
pen and ink rendering. It is available at leading 
Artists' Material Stores for one dollar . . . If you are 
unable to procure the portfolio from your dealer 
it may be ordered direct by mentioning his name. 

S P E N C E R I A N PEN C O . , 349 B R O A D W A Y , N . Y. 

SEND F O R S A M P L E O l 

S C O 
WIK&OW GLASS 

It is our contribution for any test 
or comparison you care to make 

1 A / H E N you get your run -o f - the -
batch sample you w i l l see first 

hand why SCOHY WINDOW GLASS 
IS E S T A B L I S H E D AS T O D A Y ' S 
L E A D E R F O R F I N E U N I F O R M 
Q U A L I T Y . Y o u w i l l also realize why 
our plants are r u n n i n g at f u l l capac
i t y 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

S C O H Y SHEET G L A S S C O M P A N Y 
SISTERSVILLE WEST VIRGINIA 

1 SCOHY WINDOWGLASS11 
1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 B O V e S A V Er A P-. C A P A C I T V 

 

"Window Glass 
costs less than 

plate" 

• • • 
• 

• •i 

In some places you can 
save on building costs 
and ye* give protection by 
specifying a cheap pipe. 
In other services only pipe 
such as Reading GPWI* 
Pipe will do the Job. 

•GPWI—Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron 

For complete information, write 

R E A D I N G I R O N C O M P A N Y 
P H I L A D E L P H I A 

SCIENCE AND INVENTION HAVE NEVER FOUND A SATISFACTORY SUBSTITUTE FOR GENUINE PUDDLED WROUGHT IRON 

A G A i N U 

GIMCO 
* * * LEADS! 
with thv 
G I M C O N O N - R E C O U R S E 

F I N A N C E P L A N 
Tho Si in phMt i ' l a n X r a i l a b l v ! * 

PROMPT ACTION -:- NO RED TAPE 
The Gimco Finance Plan has been worked oul 
under ihc terms of ihe National Housing Act. 
ptoiiding ihc simplest possible plan to finance the 
insulation of homes and industrial plants. Out
standing points of the plan include: No mortgage, 
no down payment, low interest rates, no recourse 
to dealer. This plan will help give greater impe
tus to home modernization. Give it your fullest 
cooperation. May we send complete details? 

Gimco Rock Wool 
House Insulation fives 
greater home comfort 
and leduces heating 
costs. The G i m c o 
Finance Plan places 
this real comfort and 
saving within Ihe 
reach of every home 

owner. 

Wr i l e for 
your copy of 
The G i m t o 
Data Manual, 
a complete 
handbook on 
thermal and 
sound insula

tion. 

G E N E R A L I N S U L A T I N G 
& M F G . COAlexandria, Ind. 
WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE M A N U 
FACTURERS of ROCK WOOL PRODUCTS 
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Federation of A.E.C.&T. 
The January, Convention I - - i n - of the 

Itulletin of the Federation of A.E.C.&T. 
is just off the press. The Itulletin comes 
out in a new typographical form, ami 
h i - been enlarged to 24 pages: the price 
remains the same at 5c. Of special note 
among the articles in this issue are a re
port hy Foster Hamilton, National Or
ganizer, on his recent lour over the 
country; a review of the year's work by 
Jules Korchicn. the National Seeretarv : 
and a new and hitherto unpuhlished 
article on America's productive capacity 
written exclusively for the Bulletin hy 
Dr. Walter Polakov, former consultant to 
the Tennessee Valley Authority and one 
of America's foremost authorities on in
dustrial planning and engineering. 

Three new chapters take their place 
on the fast-growing roster of the Federa
tion. A- ;i result of the recent tour of 
the National Organizer, enthusiastic and 
growing chapters have already been 
formed in Detroit, Cleveland, and Roch
ester. Of these, Rochester, in the space of 
one month, has already reached a mem
bership of over 150. 

\ - P E N C I L P O I N T S goes to press, the 
first National Convention of the Federa
tion of Architects, Engineers, Chemists, 
and Technicians is meeting in Chicago. 
Delegates representing the Federation 
membership of over 6,500 with chapters 
in 15 cities will determine the policy of 
the Federation for the coming year. In 
addition, fraternal delegates will be pres
ent from organizations of other technical 
employees not affiliated with the Federa
tion. There will be a complete report on 
the proceedings and resolutions adopted 
at the Convention in a forthcoming issue 
of P e n c i l P o i n t s . The future polir> of 
the Federation as determined hy its mem
bership will lie stated together with its 
decisions on 

1. Wages, hours and speed-up—Civil 
Service standards—Public Works and 

Housing Uneinploymeni ln-mance f i d 
Relief. 

2. I permanent Constitution to replace 
our present provisional one. 

3. Organisational methods for carrying 
out our program. 

Through action undertaken hy the 
Federation, the technical employees of 
the Mary's Bureau of Standards, organ
ized 10(C~f in the Federation, achieved a 
wage increase averaging $3.00 per week. 
Macy's ads for the past five years have 
pointed "with justifiable pride to the 
^taff of expert technicians employed in 
our Bureau of Standards." During these 
years, despite many individual com
plaints, the salaries paid these technicians 
remained at the same low "relief level." 

The F . A . E . C . & T . succeeded in organ
izing the technical employees of the Bu
reau of Standards 100%. i n interchange 
•if letters between the Federation and Mr. 
Percy Strau-- of .Macy's took place. The 
full correspondence is published in the 
January issue of the Bulletin. 

A few weeks later only the technical 
employees of the Bureau of Standards 
were given an Increase 10 -alary. The in
creases averaged $3.00 per week. 

It is interesting to note that despite 
many individual complaints this condi
tion had been "Overlooked" for the past 
five sears, and that only after organized 
action was begun had any consideration 
been given. 

This increase does not bring the Mary 
scale of wages to the minimum level ad
vocated by the Federation hut it is a be
ginning. The Ma« > group has materially 
strengthened and consolidated its posi
tion and does not intend to -top with this 
small gain. 

As an interesting seipiel to the great 
gains the Federation has made in the 
organization of private industry, the en
tire maintenance department of Macy's 
Department Store, composed of highly-
skilled architectural designers and drafts-

men, announces that it has followed the 
example of the men in Macy's Bureau of 
Standards by joining the Federation 
100%. The group will be known as Local 
34 of the F . A . E . C . & T . 

The Federation program for a really 
adequate housing plan bj the Federal 
Government continues to advance. The 
New York Chapter has taken the initia
tive in forming a "Provisional Committee 
for the Workers' Federation for Hous
ing." This Provisional Committee has 
drawn up a national resolution and a 
New York City resolution for a planned 
program of Public Works construction. 
The New York resolution has been -cut 
to every A. F . of L . building trades local 
union in this city. Ten of these have en-
dorsed this resolution and have sent dele
gates to this committee. This resolution 
is, in i l - essentials, a broadening of our 
"Statement of Principles for a National 
Public Works Program" which appeared 
in the June Bulletin. 

The Workers' Federation for Housing 
is planning to mobilize workers' organi
zations into a National Federation for 
Housing. Following these steps taken by 
the New Y o r k Committee, other Federa
tion Chapters in other cities will consoli
date the work by forming Workers' Fed
eration for Housing Committees in col
laboration with building trades unions in 
their own areas. Consumer organizations 
wil l be drawn in later. Each committee 
will lay out the plan for the rehousing 
of those who are living in unfit houses 
in its own city. The New York Com
mittee has already taken the 14 areas des
ignated by the New York City Housing 
Authorilv as areas in which housing is 
below any standard of decency and has 
based its program on the replanning and 
rebuilding of these areas with modern 
high-standard, low-rental housing, and 
the necessary schools, hospitals, play
grounds, etc. E L R O Y W E B B E R 

Architects' Section, F.A.E.C.&T. 

U. S. Federal Building tit Chicago—Etching by the late F. W. Fitzpatrick 
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Henry Ives Cobb. Architect 
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A R C H I T E C T U R A L ENGINEERING 
A practical course (Home Study) by ma i l only 

Prepares Architects and Draftsmen 
for structural portion of 

STATE BOARD EXAMINATIONS 
For many this is ihe most difficult section of the examinations. 

Qualifies for designing structures in wood, concrete or steel. 
Successfully conducted for past three years. Our complete 

Structural Engineering course well known for twenty-three years. 
Literature without obligation—write TODAY. 

WILSON E N G I N E E R I N G CORPORATION 
College House Offices Harvard Square 

Cambridge, Massachusetts, U . S. A. 

B E A V X - A R T S I N S T I T U T E . O F D E S I G N 
304 East 44th Street, New York, N . Y. 

OFFERS INSTRUCTION I N 
Architectural design, sculpture, interior decoration, mural paint
ing composition, also Instruction in creative fundamentals 
constituting the design of architectural, plastic or pictorial art . 

Nominal registration /ee« are charged 
lattructien founded on ihe principles of the Ecolc des Beam Arts in Paris 

Circulars on Application 

Spring Back Binders for Pencil Points 
Two-inch Capacity $ 1 . 5 0 

T H E PENCIL POINTS PRESS, Inc. 
330 W. 42nd Street New York, N. Y. 

The New Elliott ^ 
C A M E R A L U C I D A 

Made in the U. S. A. 

A S I M P L E D I I A W I I M i D E V I C E 

Based on [the refraelion of light through a prism 
so placed on a flexible frame, i l gives perfect con
trol of angles and distances. 

Sturdy Construction 

Instant ly Adjustable 

Freely Portable 

Absolutely Accurate 

Easy to Learn to Use 

A few moments' practice enables the user to 
draw over the image cast on the drawing paper 
to the exact size desired. 

$30.00 U . S. A. only—including six lenses 
* and carrying case. F . O. B. Elliott's 

Pittsburgh and Cleveland stores or dealers else' 
where. Illustrated literature of the new Elliott 
Camera Lucida mailed on request. 

Send f o r This Free Literature 

B . K . E L L I O T T C O . 
126 Sixth Street 

Pittsburgh, P a . 

733 Prospect Ave. 

Cleveland, Ohio 

A REMARKABLE SPECIAL OFFER 
  

  
  

Here's What You Get! 
1. A s t i f f canvas cover w i t h 1-

Inch r i ngs , especial ly made f o r 
P E N C I L POINTS Data Sheets. 
( S i m i l a r r i n g - b o o k s r e t a i l a t $1.20 
up, o r d i n a r i l y . ) 

2. Set of Indices, p r i n t e d on 
tough j u t e s tock. There is an 
index f o r each of the 8 d iv i s ions 
under w h i c h the Data Sheets are 
classif ied. 

3 . Set o f Hata Sheets sponsored 
by the Koppers Products Company, 
n i v i n g you va luable i n f o r m a t i o n 
Oh W a t e r p r o o f i n g , H o o f i n g and 
1 l ampproonng . 

4. Set o f Da ta Sheets sponsored 
by the H a r t M a n u f a c t u r i n g Com
pany, s h o w i n g how e lec t r i ca l w o r k 
can be s i m p l i f i e d and made more 
economical t h r o u g h the use of 
Remote C o n t r o l Switches. 

Send 85 cents for the cover, indices, and 
two free sels of Data Sheets. I hey will he 
mailed postpaid as loiiff as the supply lasts. 

P E N C I L P O I N T S 
330 West 42nd Street 

New lork, N . Y . A L L FOR 
A Cover and Indices for Your Data Sheets 
Two Free Sets of Data Sheets Included! 
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Business and Professional Men's 

P R O S P E R I T Y 
S U R V E Y 

J _ J E R E ' S a chance to give voice to your own ideas as to which 
national policies you believe most likely to speed recovery in 

your field of activity. 

J g A L L O T S like this are being published this month in many 
magazines affiliated with The Associated Business Papers, 

Inc.—reaching virtually all key men in every line of industry, trade, 
and profession throughout the nation. 

J^USINESS and professional men, nationally, may appreciate an 
opportunity to express their convictions to a strictly non

partisan and impartial body—with the assurance that by so doing, 
their views will be presented effectively to the political, banking, 
industrial, business, and labor leaders of the country. 

ECONOMIC B A L L O T 

Check your convictions, sign, clip and mail this ballot. 

1. As regards the possibility of Congress adopting a universal thirty-hour work week, do you favor such 
legislation? Yes ( ) N o ( ); and if so on the basis of ( ) continuation of existing weekly wages, or 
( ) continuation of existing hourly rates of pay. 

2. In the construction industry are you satisfied with enforcement of maximum hours and minimum wage 
provisions now in effect? Yes ( ) No ( ) 

3. In the construction industry is there obtainable ample working cap i ta l—from banks? Yes ( ) No ( ); f rom 
government agencies? Yes ( ) No ( ) 

4. In the construction industry is there obtainable ample investment cap i ta l—from banks? Yes ( ) No ( ); 
f rom government agencies? Yes ( ) No ( ) 

5. Do you favor increased Federal appropriations for Public Works as a measure to produce recovery? 
Yes ( ) No ( ) 

6. Do you believe i t necessary to balance the Nat ional Budget by any fixed date? Yes ( ) No ( ) 

7. In the construction industry do you think that government measures now in effect are helping small and 
medium sized enterprises? Yes ( ) N o ( ); hurting such enterprises? Yes ( ) No ( ) 

Please return this ballot to 
The Associated Business Papers, Inc. 
330 West 42nd St. 
New York, N. Y . 

Signed 

Firm 

Profession 
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T H E D E S I G N 
OF LETTERING 

% E G O N W E I S S 

P R E C I S I O N L E T T E R 
S P A C I N G 
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Price Postpaid 
F I V E D O L L A R S 

FO R the first time in any book is presented the 
author's original, simple and practical method 

for the precision letter spacing of inscriptions 
and so forth by means of "Net Values" assigned 
to each letter in every alphabet. Alphabets of 
every style, with "Net Values" carefully worked 
out, are provided for the convenience of the user. 
Draftsmen who have had to lay out lettering at 
large scale or full size will find Mr. Weiss' sys
tem of "Net Values" a wonderful saver of time 
and labor. By its use an inscription to fit a given 
space can be laid out right the first time—so ac
curately spaced that only minor modifications, if 
any, will be necessary. 

There are other valuable features not commonly 
found in books on lettering: Hebrew and Greek 
alphabets, Arabic numerals, U . S. standard letters 
and symbols for airports, and other unusual items 
are included for ready reference. A number of 
plates reproduced from the "Writing Books" of 
the master letterers of the past will be found 
inspiring to the designer as well as will those fine 
examples of contemporary lettering carefully 
selected for their basic merit. 

Mr. Weiss' book is filled with suggestions for 
short cuts—tremendously useful as a reference 
source . . . 192 pages—155 text illustrations—29 
plate pages showing fine examples of ancient and 
modern lettering. Chapter headings include: An 
Historical Outline, The Fundamentals of Letter
ing, Equipment for Lettering, Spacing, Roman 
Alphabets, Roman Minuscules, Gothic Uncials, 
Gothic Alphabets, Italic and Script, Commercial 
and Single Stroke Letters, Modern Roman and 
Modern Art, Numerals, Hebrew, Monograms and 
Initials, Considerations in Design, Lettering in 
Materials, Elementary Ideas about Color, and 
Drawing for Reproduction. 

REINHOLD PUBLISHING CORPORATION 
330 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y . 
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REPLACEMENT 
CD5T5 'wvJJUtty 

An average service of 30 years has been 
established by test for Samson Spot Cord. 
More than forty years of actual use sub
stantiates these tests. 
Samson Spot Cord is specified by archi
tects because such specification is definite 
and positive—Spot Cord is made in one 
grade only and is identified by the trade 
mark, the colored spots. Substitution 
is easily detected and is unnecessary be
cause Samson Spot Cord is available to 
contractors and builders through Hard
ware and Supply dealers in every section 
of the United States. 

S A M S O N C O R D A G E W O R K S 
89 BROAD S T . BOSTON, MASS. 

• N E G R A D E 
/fjodltire ideniificaiion 

I N D E X T O 
A D V E R T I S E R S 
Advertising Offices! 330 West 42ftd Strret, New 
York, ft. I . Philip II. Hubbard. Vice-President 
and Advertising Manager. 

District Offices: 433 BulLlev Buililin.u. ( let eland, R. M. 
Creaghead; 706 Straus Building, Chicago, G. A. Ahrens; 703 
Mttrket Street. San Francisco. 

American Si eel & Wire Company 34 

Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division 23 

Beaux-Arls Institute of Design 29 

Dixon, Joseph, Crucible Company 19 

Elliott, B. K . . Company 29 

Faher, A. W., Inc 22 

G - E Architectural Competition, General Electric Com
pany 4, 5 

General Electric Company, A i r Conditioning Depart
ment 6, 7 

General Electric Company. Speciall> \ppliance Sales 
Department —.. 8 

General Insulating & Manufacturing Company 27 

Jones & Laughlin Steel Corporation Back Cover 

Lihbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 12 

Nelson, Herman, Corporation, The 21 

Newport Roll ing Mil l Company, The 24 

Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Industrial Materials Di
vision 2nd Cover 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 2. 3 

Reading Iron Company 27 

Samson Cordage Works 32 

Scohy Sheet Glass Company 27 

Spencerian Pen Company 27 

U . S. Steel Corporation Subsidiaries 1(1. 34 

Universal Atlas Cement Company in 

Weyerhaeuser Sales Company 3rd Cover 

Wilson Engineering Corporation 29 
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Made of extra quality fine three ply 
yarn, and guaranteed free from 
i m p e r f e c t i o n s . F i r m l ; 
braided, smooth ly 
f i n i s h e d . Six 
s t a n d a r d 
sizes. 

haven't a • 
Cord specifica 

folder in vour 

file:///ppliance


NEW PRODUCTS 
C h a n g e s i n P e r s o n n e l , e t c . 

N E W F L O A T \ M ) T H E R M O S T A T I C D R I P S U - V E 
The Jas. P. Marsh Corporation. 2073 Southport Avenue, 

Chicago, I I I . , has added lo it> lim- ihc new No. 17 drip trap, 
which is designed for removal of air and condensation from 
short steam mains, branches or risers. Its operating charac
teristic.-, it i- Stated, make it especially desirahle for installa
tion on unit ventilators, small unit heaters or other equip-

inent which may he suhjected to 
freezing temperatures during peri
ods when ihc heating system is not 

1^mt' 'he outlet discharge \alve 
water sealed at all limes and ihe 

1 ^ ^ ^ ^ air vent is located in the trap 
I * -Ji J honnel. The thermo-tatic element 

. ^ ^ • ^ C ^ ^ k H screw- dircelh into the trap body. 
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 - ^ * 1/ Normally air is discharged through 

^mJP •' port directly to the outlet con-
.^asV nections of ihe trap. 

\ brass removable strainer is installed in the inlet con
nection and can he removed hy disconnecting the union tail
piece mil . The hody of the trap is provided with one %" 
union nut and tailpiece inlet connection and one %" tapped 
outlet. The No. 17 trap may he readily suspended on the 
piping itself with no other means of support required. A l l 
working parts are easily accessible through the removahle 
trap bonnet. Interior part- are of bronse and moitel metal 
with exception of the float which i- a seamless copper floal 
tested for a working pressure of 25 lbs. per square inch. 

N E W C O M B I N A T I O N D R A W I N G B O A R D AND 
W A L L - E VM I 

Especially adaptable for use hy architect?, arti-ts and -In
dents in the home, as well as in the studio or office, is The 
Wallezl, a new compact fixture continuing drawing hoard, 
wall-easel, blackboard and work bench. It is distributed by 
the Austral Sales Corporation, 101 Park Avenue, New York. 

The frame of The Wallezl is mounted flat against the wall 
at any convenient position. Within this frame, the slate black-
hoard is held rigid. The work bench hangs vertical from 
hinges and is brought into use by supporting il horizontally 
on brackets swinging out front the frame. Against thi- base, 
the reversible blackboard can be propped so that the cork-
surfaced drawing board is held firmly at a correct angle. 
The equipment includes a metal paint tray suspended from 
the front edge of the work bench when in use. and contain
ing seven pots of water colors. Brushes and other artists1 

materials are also part of the oulfil. 

R E A D I N G I R O N A N N O U N C E S P R O M O T I O N S \ N D 
A D D I T I O N S T O S A L E S P E R S O N N E L 

Important promotions within its ranks, as well as addi
tions lo its sales force, mark the beginning of the new year 
lor the Reading Iron Company. 

C. T . Ressler, formerly manager of railroad and marine 
sales, is appointed specification engineer, sales division, with 
headquarters al 401 North Broad St.. Philadelphia. R. I . 
Fretz, formerly district sales representative, >% i111 headquar
ter!- in Columbus, Ohio, is appointed manager of eastern 
railroad and marine sales, with offices al I'll North Broad 
Si., Philadelphia. C. W. Guthrie, formerly sale-man in the 
New \ ork district, is appointed district sales representative 
for the Columbus territory. Bryant Myers joins the com
pany's Pac ific Coast sale- force. H i - headquarters will he at 
213 Sheldon Building. San Francisco. E . S. Morrow is added 
lo the oil country -ales force with headquarters at Tulsa, 
Okla. F . B. Olcott is appointed special representative for 
the purpose of handling Government business. Hi- head
quarter- are at 220 Mills Building, Washington, I ) . C. 

\ F \ Y M E T A L S T O R E F R O N T C O N S T R U C T I O N 
A N N O U N C E D 

A new type of metal construction for store front- i- an
nounced by the Pittsburgh Plate Class Company, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. The new store front metal is called "Pittco" and pos
sesses several outstanding advantages. Pitted is a complete 
line of metal units, all designed at one time, and therefore 
display- a refreshing unity of design in all member-. A 

 
 

double yielding cushion grip on ghis- di-tingui-he- the -a-h. 
offering better protection against strains and stresses on the 
gla--. Vertical bars are adjustable to all angles. A l l exposed 
members are formed by the extruded process to assure clear-
cut, -harp contours, adequate -treiigth. and BCCunC] of de
tail. Pittco store front metal permits rear members of s i-h 
and plate glass lo be set, -how window made ready for use. 
and building face washed down, before outer members of 
sash are applied. Glass holding Pittco units is self-adjusting 
to variou- gla-- thickness«S. Hem methods of locking facing 
m i l . r i a l in position, shielding vulnerable edge of facing 
material and securing miters against rising, falling, or 
spreading during glass-selling also characterise Piltco store 
front metal. 

M E R G E R U N I T E S T W O T E M P E R A T U R E C O N T R O L 
F I R M S 

Announcement is made of the consolidation of the Brown 
Instrument Co. of Philadelphia with the Minneapolis. 
Honeywell Regulator Co. of Minneapolis, thereby uniting 
two of the largest and oldest firms in the temperature con
trol field. 

The Brown Instrument Co. will continue as a separate 
unit with its present organization with Richard P. Brown as 
president but will be operated as a subsidiary of ihe Minne-
apolis-Hones well Regulator Co. 

Interests associated with H . E . Goscb, founder of the 
Stained Shingle Industry and former president of the Creo-
Dipt Companies, have purchased the Wealherbest Stained 
Shingle Company, hereafter lo be known as the Weather-
best Corporation. H . E . Gosrh is president: Phill ip Rohr-
bacher. chairman of the board: Win. M. Rilter. vice presi
dent and treasurer; E . M . Higley, vice president: Win. l evy, 
secretary: Paul I . Cohen, director and attorney for ihe 
company. 
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L E A D I N G M I N D S 
a c f r e e o n m i s 

T h e architects and builders made careful 
analysis of the various types of floor construc
tion available—and after considering all of 
the elements—dead load and its effect on steel 
and foundations, speed of construction, cost 
and facility with which piping and electric 
conduits could be placed—selected reinforced 
cinder concrete floor arches and fireproofing 
as the most satisfactory and economical." 
Leading minds in the architectural world 
agree on the above guotation taken from one 
of the Architectural papers. And, those with 
greatest experience in the use of reinforcing 
steel agree on the superiority of American 
Steel & Wire Company Wire Fabric—supplied 
in rolls or sheets—electric weld or triangle 
mesh. Satisfactory installations in the world's 
greatest buildings confirm their good judg
ment in specifying this product. 

American Steel & Wire 
Company Wire Fabric in
stalled on floor decking, 
ready for conduits and slabs. 

A m e r i c a n S t e e l m W i r e C o m p a n y 
2 0 8 S O U T H L A S A L L E S T R E E T • • C H I C A G O 

Offices in All Principal Cities 
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O N L Y A "15 0 0 J O B * . . . 

7 g o o d r e a s o n s w h y 
W e y e r h a e u s e r 

4 - S Q U A R E L u m b e r 
c a n b e u s e d o n f l a t 
spec i f i ca t ions i n p r i n 
c ipa l s o f t w o o d species: 

1. A v a i l a b l e n a t i o n 
a l ly . 

2 . U n i f o r m s i z e a n d 
g rade standards 

3 . Precision m a n u f a c 
tured—exact lengths 

4 . Square ends fo r bet
t e r b e a r i n g s a n d 
t ighter joints 

5 . S m o o t h ends s ave 
cut t ing 

6 . P r o p e r l y s e a s o n e d 

7 . T r a d e m a r k e d a n d 
guaran teed 

WE COOPERATE W I T H 

But the architect 

specified • • • 

W E Y E R H A E U S E R 

4 S Q U A R E 
L U M B E R 

• House remodeling jobs present even 

more of a cost and profit problem to the 

architect than small house jobs. Every 

short cut to better construction at lower cost becomes of distinct aid to 

the architect, financial agency, contractor, owner. 

T h e Weyerhaeuser 4 - S Q U A R E line of lumber is a distinct contri

bution to first rate construction at lower than average cost. It guar

antees definitely known quality and makes good workmanship e<is\. 

4 - S Q U A R E Lumber includes everything from No. 4 boards to 

the finest clears. I t is available through nearly 3000 Weyerhaeuser 

4 - S Q U A R E retail lumber dealers from coast to coast. T h e dealer 

nearest you wil l be glad to help you in estimating cost of remodeling 

work of all kinds. 

M/t Is it worth the architect's time to take on small modernizing jobs: 

T h e experience of a group of architects in New York City proves definitely that it is. 

Sensing the importance of new commissions growing out of the Better Housing 

Program, these architects went out after "pin money" jobs. The ir business is booming 

—their offices are showing a profit for the first time in four years. 

W E Y E R H A E U S E R SALES COMPANY 

F I R S T N A T I O N A L B A N K B U I L D I N G — S A I N T P A U L , M I N N E S O T A 

Printing of Pencil Points by The Gillespie Bros.. Inc., Stamford. Conn.. U . S. A. 



J&L Steel Pipe is straight and free from excess 

scale and injurious defects. It has accurate, ciean-

cut threads and the couplings are sound and cor

rectly tapped. Galvanizing is thoroughly done, 

and it will not flake off. 

The user enjoys the full advantage of these fea
tures because the steel—produced under complete 
J&L ownership control—is of such uniformly 
high quality. It is the medium which preserves 
the superiorities of pipe manufacture and assures 
excellent performance. 

J&L Steel Pipe is supplied, black and galvanized, 
in a full range of standard weights and sizes: 
welded Vs" nominal to 16" O.D. inclusive, seam
less V2" nominal and larger. J&L Copper Steel 
Pipe can he supplied where increased resistance 
to atmospheric corrosion is required. 
J&L Hot Rolled Seamless Steel 
Boiler Tubes are furnished in a 
full range of standard sizes, from 
1" O.D. to 6" O.D. inclusive. 

i 0 s . 

J & L CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS 
L I G H T W E I G H T R O L L E D C H A N N E L S 

J U N I O R B E A M S S T E E L P I P E 
B A R S for C O N C R E T E R E I N F O R C E M E N T 

S T A N D A R D S T R U C T U R A L S H A P E S 
S T E E L P I L I N G N A I L S T I E W I R E 

F A B R I C A T E D S T R U C T U R A L W O R K 
including Steel Plate Construction 

        
     

 

g h l i n S t e e l C o r p o r a t i o n 
A M I H I C O M 1 B 0 • m o 9 t u i w o n K t 

J O N E S ft LAUGHLIN B U I L D I N G . P I T T S B U R G H . P E N N S Y L V A N I A 
SaUi OHUu Atlanta Boat an Bvllala Chlcaaa Cincinnati Claaalaaa Oallaa Danaar Dairall Crla L a a Aaaalaa 
Mama-Ma Mil-auaaa Minnaaaalla Naw Orlaana N » Yerk PMIadalaMa Plltaburah Bl Leula San Franclsca 

U W u u u C H I C A O O C I N C I N N A T I D E T R O I T M E M P H I S N E W O R L E A N S P I T T S B U R O H 
Canadian F.»-t»-Ul.t«j J O N E S A L A U O H L I N S T E E L P R O D U C T S C O M P A N Y . P l l l . W . h Pa . U S A and Taranto Ont. Canada 

J&L 
STEEL 
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